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This dissertation proposes a systematic approach to vehicle dynamic control, where
interaction between the human driver and on-board automated driving systems is con-
sidered a fundamental part of the overall control design. The hierarchical control system
is to address motion control in three regions. First is normal driving, where the vehicle
stays within the linear region of the tyre. Second is limit driving, where the vehicle stays
within the nonlinear region of the tyre. Third is over-limit driving, where the driver de-
mands go beyond the tyre force limits. The third case is addressed by a proposed control
moderator (CM). The aim is to consider all three cases within a consistent hierarchical
chassis control framework. The upper-level of the hierarchical control structure relates
to both optimal vehicle control under normal and limit driving, and saturating driver
demands for over-limit driving, these corresponding to a fully autonomous controller
and driver assistance controller respectively.
Model Predictive Control (MPC) is used as the core control technique for path following
under normal driving conditions, and a Moderated Particle Reference (MPR) control
strategy is proposed for the road departure mitigation during limit and over-limit driving.
The MPR model is validated to ensure predictable and stable operation near the friction
limits, maintaining controllability for curvature and speed tracking, which effectively
limits demands on the vehicle while preserving the control interaction of the driver.
In the next level of the hierarchical control structure, a novel control allocation (CA) ap-
proach based on pseudo-inverse method is proposed, while a general linearly constrained
quadratic programming (CQP) approach is considered as a benchmark. From extend-
ed simulation experiments, it is found that the proposed Pseudo-Inverse CA (PICA)
method can achieve a close match to CQP performance in normal driving conditions.
This applies for multiple control targets (including path tracking, energy-efficient, etc.)
and PICA is found to achieve improved performance in limit and over-limit driving,
again addressing multiple control targets (including road departure mitigation, energy-
efficient, etc.). Furthermore, the PICA method shows its inherent advantages of achiev-
ing the same control performance with much less computational cost and is guaranteed
to provide a feasible control target for the actuators to track during the highly dynamic
driving scenarios. In addition, it can effectively solve the constrained optimal control
problem with additional mechanical and electronic actuator constraints. Thus, the pro-
posed PICA method, which uses Control Re-Allocation (making multiple calls to the
pseudo-inverse operator) can be considered a feasible and novel alternative approach to
control allocation, with advantages over the standard CQP method.
Finally, in the lower-level of the hierarchical control structure, the desired tyre control
variables are obtained through an analytical inverse tyre model and a sliding mode
controller (SMC) is employed for the actuators to track the control target. The proposed
hierarchical control system is validated with both driving simulator studies and from
testing a real vehicle, considering a wide range of driving scenarios, from low-speed path
tracking to safety-critical vehicle dynamic control. It therefore opens up a systematic
approach to extended vehicle control applications, from fully autonomous driving to
driver assistance systems and control objects from passenger cars to vehicles with higher
centre of gravity (CoG) like SUVs, trucks and etc. . . .
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Recently, several companies including Google, Volvo, Tesla and Daimler have been
demonstrating fully self-driving vehicles that use computers rather than humans to do
the driving. However, in recent years, there are about 88 reported accidents caused by
the autonomous driving vehicles from 2014 to 2018 [4]. It is hardly likely in the next
several decades to have systems sufficiently reliable that they fully shut the driver out,
rather they will engage when the driver is no longer competent by some objective stan-
dard. For safety reasons, these driverless or autonomous vehicles have test engineers
closely supervise their progress. While there have been plenty of headlines about these
autonomous vehicles, handing over complete control of our cars to computers is just one
end of a spectrum of automation options. We can expect to see further evolutionary
development, with cars becoming progressively smarter, and therefore providing more
assistance to the driver behind the steering wheel.
1.2 Current progress and challenge
There has been lots of great progress in the intelligent car research area which benefit
from control and computer technology, nowadays facing explosive development. Howev-
er, there are still some common challenges about the fast-growing technology which can
be summarized as :
1) Monitoring the driver state– Driver monitoring system, sometimes known as the driv-
er attention monitor, is a vehicle safety system which uses cameras with infra-red capa-
bility to monitor driver attentiveness in real time, and then alarm and assist the driver
1
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avoid to risky situations. Specifically, the Driver Monitoring System typically consists
of a camera located on the steering column which is capable of eye tracking; if the driver
is not paying attention to the road ahead and a dangerous situation is detected, the
system will warn the driver by flashing lights, or issuing warning sounds. If no action is
taken, the vehicle may apply the brakes (a warning alarm will sound followed by a brief
automatic application of the braking system). However, these current technologies are
only focusing on the facial expression, eye tracking and physiological index rather the
driver’s driving behavior to monitor the driver state. Driving behavior is more close and
crucial to the vehicle safety problem, hence monitoring the driver state via the driving
behavior (steering, acceleration and braking) will be of increasing importance. There
are some systems largely in use in current cars: Pilot Assist System from Volvo and
Lane Keeping Support system from Nissans, can monitor if the vehicle is leaving the
current lane without use of a turn signal to detect drowsy or careless drivers to prevent
accidents; the systems can either alert the driver if a lane change is detected without
the use of a turn signal or go a step past alerting the driver and take steps to control
vehicle steering to stay in the current lane [5].
2) Preserving the safety envelope– it is not hard to understand that preserving the safety
envelope is crucial to the vehicle safety. The safety envelope means that it seeks to
guarantee the vehicle stays out of danger until the ‘last-second’ before an impending
crash. However, it is not always clear how to estimate the current driving state and
preserve a ‘last-second safety’ envelop, so this remains a great challenge.
3) Coordinating with the traffic and road environment– there are many research papers
focusing on the traffic coordinating control development which is known as the intel-
ligent transportation system. Most of the study in intelligent transportation system
are focusing on the vehicle platoon control firstly, which began with the PATH project
in the 1990s, in California [6][7]. Subsequently, other researches and applications have
been carried out, including the GCDC in the Netherlands [8], SARTRE in Europe [9]
and Energy-ITS in Japan [10]. However, the nondeterminacy of the traffic participants
makes it hard to predict the manners of surrounding traffic; the precise identification of
traffic and road environment still remains big challenge.
4) Technology development: Sensors, actuators, algorithms, communications– Although
the sensing technologies are nowadays facing explosive development both in software and
hardware, the sensors for vehicle requires higher precision and computing speed with
lower price. The conflicting problems pose a great challenge to the intelligent vehicle
practitioner.
5) Fault-tolerance and fail-safe– As the level of automation increase, as more and more
sensors and actuators are being fitted into the vehicle, then the vehicle system failure
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problem will be aggravated. The failure of any sensors or actuators can cause the vehicle
to be pushed into a dangerous state. Hence the fault-tolerance and fail-safe qualities
will become a growing challenge to the developing technology of intelligent vehicles.
1.2.1 Hierarchical vehicle control system
The hierarchical structure for vehicle control is largely accepted by the researcher-
s [11][12]. Many companies and universities have recently developed the fully auto-
mated driving system based on the multi-sensor fusion and control integration tech-
nology, where the sensing information come from the Vehicle-to-Vehicle, Vehicle-to-
Infrastructure communication and vehicle self-equipped environment sensors. Data fu-
sion provides the vehicle with desired speed and path information, then for the lower-level
chassis and drive systems to track. Furthermore, the path tracking control will then be
fully integrated with minimum energy performance criteria, which has several meanings
including preserving and recovering battery charge (not considered in this dissertation)
and limiting the energy dissipated in the tyres via correct control allocation (to be intro-
duced in section 5.2) as well as respecting stability margins; a fully hierarchical control
optimization method will then drive the independent wheel actuators. A centralized and
hierarchical structure for the whole vehicle control system [13], which consists of Sensor
Layer, Identification and Estimation Layer, Objective Control Layer, Forces and Motion
Distribution Layer and Executive Layer is shown in Figure 1.1. It includes the environ-
mental information identification (in sensor layer), vehicle state and driver identification
(in system identification and estimation layer), then (in the integrated control layer)
the vehicle can realize different control objectives including the ideal and personalized
vehicle dynamic control, energy conversion and regeneration, and stability control. In
particular, the energy conversion and regeneration mentioned in this structure are con-
sidered in vehicle-level control objectives (objective control layer), the energy efficiency
which will be discussed in chapter 5 is considered in the forces and motion distributer
layer, focusing on the unnecessary dissipation of energy in the tyres. Then the control
objectives will be achieved via the control allocation (in forces and motion distributer
layer) and vehicle actuators and their controllers (in executive layer).
The merits of the hierarchical structure are:
1. Algorithms in every layer can be designed and verified independently.
2. Encapsulation, modularity will be achieved more easily in each layer.
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Figure 1.1: Hierarchical structure for the whole vehicle control systems
3. Different performance objectives can be assigned to different layers; hence the vehicle
can achieve various performances all alone, such as active safety, handling stability, ride
comfort, energy efficiency.
1.2.2 Self-driving technology
The self-driving technology has been largely accepted as the most critical innovative
technology during the next several years for the car industry [14]. Recently, SAE In-
ternational announces a new visual chart for use with its J3016TM “Levels of Driving
Automation” (Figure 1.2) standard that defines the six levels of driving automation,
from no automation to full automation. The new chart offers more “consumer-friendly”
terms and definitions for the levels, which are frequently cited and referred to by industry
and media. It is issued, in part, to speed the delivery of an initial regulatory frame-
work and best practices to guide manufacturers and other entities in the safe design,
development, testing, and deployment of highly automated vehicles (HAVs) [15].
Several companies including Google, GM/Cruise and Tesla have been demonstrating
fully self-driving vehicles with different automation levels. Note that, any vehicle may
have multiple SAE Levels that apply to it at various times. For example a Tesla Model
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Figure 1.2: Levels of driving automation
S has an SAE Level 2 capability– Autopilot. If the user does not turn on Autopilot, then
the Tesla has mainly ADAS components that are part of the SAE Level 1 definition.
Tesla is currently producing its own vehicles (playing both the automation developer and
vehicle manufacturing role) with SAE Level 2 Autopilot on both Level 1 and 2 hardware
with an announced future capability that enables driverless operation. Tesla’s Autopilot
capability varies between a Level 1 and 2 hardware, but they are already advertising
that an upgrade to Level 3 hardware will be required to reach full driverless capability ;
Waymo (Google) has a target of SAE Level 4 for their automation controller, and their
advertising claims that they are building a driver not a vehicle; GM/Cruise also has a
target of SAE Level 4 for their vehicles, with no human backup support in the vehicle
[16].
However, in recent years, there have been several reported accidents caused by the
autonomous driving vehicles. In July, 2015, Google revealed that one of its self-driving
cars had been involved in the first such crash to injure a human [15]. The incident
involved one of Googles self-driving Lexus SUV vehicles being rear-ended in Mountain
View, CA, during testing. The worlds first apparent death in a semi-autonomous car
took place in early 2016 [17]. Less widely covered than subsequent instances, it occurred
in China, just three months after Teslas autopilot feature was introduced to the Chinese
market. One of Googles self-driving Lexus SUV cars was involved in a non-fatal crash
with a bus on Silicon Valleys El Camino Real road at February 2016. This was the
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18th accident involving a Google autonomous vehicle, but is significant because it was
the first time that the Google vehicle is apparently at fault. An autonomous car killed
49-year-old Arizona resident Elaine Herzberg in what is believed to be the first fatal
U.S. crash involving a pedestrian and self-driving vehicle in March 2018 [18].
These reported crashes cause the public’s concern and force us to re-examine the very
fast development of self-driving technology. The current technology road map for self-
driving technology can be divided into two separate ways:
1) most of the main car companies would like to achieve the fully autonomous driving
technology step-by-step from L1 to L5, during this developing progress, and during the
development various kinds of ADAS will be gradually implemented into the cars.
2) some large technology companies like Google and Apple will start the research and
development directly from the L4 to L5, with their great advantages in sensing and
computer technology.
It’s hard to say right now which approach will be more successful. But in either case,
with the fast development of control technology and computer technology like Artificial
Intelligence (AI), it can be anticipated that the self-driving and related vehicle automa-
tion technologies will soon enter the lives of the general public.
1.2.3 Advanced driver assistance system
It is easy to underestimate how good we humans actually are at driving. According to
US traffic statistics [19], out of roughly three trillion vehicle miles travelled, there were a
total of 5.6 million police-reported traffic accidents, 30,800 of them involving a fatality.
This equates to roughly one crash per 500,000 miles and one fatal crash per 100 million
miles. In this situation, with the rapid development of sensor technology (radar, lidar,
camera, etc. as shown in Figure 1.3), the research focus on the driver assistance system
is more practical and reasonable.
Advanced driver-assistance systems are systems developed to automate, adapt and en-
hance vehicle systems for safety and better driving. The automated system which is
provided by ADAS to the vehicle is proven to reduce road fatalities, by minimizing the
human error [20]. The current functions of ADAS include autonomous lighting, adaptive
cruise control and collision avoidance, pedestrian crash avoidance mitigation (PCAM),
incorporate satnav/traffic warnings, lane departure warning system, automatic lane cen-
tering, blind spots detecting, etc. Some kinds of functions and its corresponding sensors
are shown in Figure 1.3. However, the adoption rate of the ADAS is far lower than
expected as shown in Figure 1.4 [2]. It was expected that the adoption rate would face
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Figure 1.3: Overview of current ADAS sensors and functions [1]
a rapid increasing from 2017, however we have not introduced as many technologies as
expected. The establishment of relative standards and regulations for the car industry
may play some role to increase the adoption rate, however, developing more intelligent
and driver-adaptive ADAS within an acceptable price range would be the key impetus
for the popularity of ADAS.
Figure 1.4: Adoption rate of ADAS technologies in Europe [2]
1.2.4 Fully actuated electric vehicle
Electric vehicles (EVs) offer benefits through energy security, energy efficiency, low e-
missions and precision in their control, hence the great interest in this technology from
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industry, academia, government and regulators. With electrification comes increasing
opportunities for on-board intelligent control measures to improve vehicle safety, com-
fort, energy conservation and environmental protection. The past several years has
witnessed a great progress on advanced electric vehicle technology which can achieve
the status of a fast-growing disruptive technology through their inherent flexibility and
modularity. The current technology includes in-wheel motors (IWMs) and supporting
power electronics to enable all-wheel drive. Traction drive plus (regenerative) braking
can form a single system, fully controlled by electronic/ electrical means. The addition
of a suspension mechanism and steering actuator then provides a set of corner modules
leading to a Full Drive-by-Wire (FDBW) vehicle platform which is commonly assumed
as the ideal platform for the vehicle dynamic control and the next-generation vehicles
[13][3].
The latest generation of electric vehicles (EV’s) offers great potential benefits in terms
of energy security, fuel economy, low emission etc. and has generated great interest
among the industry, academia, government and regulators. And the use of electrical
technology coupled with ‘electronic intelligence’ for improving vehicle safety, comfort,
energy conservation and environmental protection may be considered as key factors to
break the ‘bottle necks’ of EV’s marketization. With the rapid development of in-wheel
motors (IWMs) and supporting power electronics, a novel form of EV for which all four
wheels can be independently controlled by the integrated chassis control system is also
widely considered as a suitable architecture for next-generation EV’s [21][13][3]. This
kind of four-wheel-distributed traction, braking and steering system is able to enhance
the performance of integrated vehicle dynamics and motion control by fully coordinating
the resultant forces of the four tyres, where the relevant path planning and tracking
controls are integrated with the optimal energy consumption minimizing control.
The ideal fully drive-by-wire (FDBW) EV therefore comprises: (1) a vehicle motion
controller with an electronic interface to the driver; (2) a power management system
with batteries and power electronics; (3) typically four identical corner modules each
with two active degrees of freedom-steer and drive/brake-plus one passive degree of
freedom for the suspension (which could optionally become actively controlled in the
future).
In addition, this architecture supports autonomous or semi-autonomous operation via
three types of enhancement of the motion control system:
First is the use of additional sensors, sensor fusion and advanced control algorithms (1),
this based on the current trends in improved information processing. Since the driver
need not be the ultimate fail-safe, the four-wheel independent driving system (4WIDS)
provides a desired platform for the EV to achieve safe operation, fault-tolerance and
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reliability. For example, in the case of a serious fault at one of the four wheels, the EV
may still be controlled intelligently with the other three wheels, at least sufficient to
navigate to a safe area.
Second is the power management system (2). The EV with the use of power manage-
ment system is expected to be capable of a better energy saving performance than the
normal EV since: a) the structure of IWMs has an innate advantage to achieve full
energy regeneration in braking; b) the braking/driving force control allocation method
for 4WIDS can be integrated with the optimal minimizing energy consumption control.
Third is the typical structure of four identical corner modules (3), this helps the vehicle
obtain higher flexibility and maneuverability with additional active degrees of freedom,
so that the vehicle can achieve more modes of motion, in other words, the vehicle can
move towards any direction with the control of four wheel steering angle. In addition,
the modular structure has significant economic benefits for mass production.
Integration via self-driving technology based on environment sensing, path planning
and path tracking has become increasingly feasible, and has become a very ‘hot topic’
for both academia and the automotive industry. The next-generation EVs should be
configured with self-driving capability built-in, including sensing and communication
interfaces to support the fast growing technology of intelligent transportation system.
This is the vision for future vehicle technologies that inspires the research presented in
this dissertation.
1.3 Research Hypotheses
The focus of this research is to design a systematic controller for cooperative driving
systems. The focus is on the hierarchical control architecture discussed above. A partic-
ular focus is on driver interpretation and the effects of constraints. Hence, the research
in this dissertation is founded on the following hypotheses:
1) The systematic method for moderating driver or system demands is feasible so that
an integrated chassis and driveline control system can operate in a predictable manner.
2) The moderated particle reference (MPR) model can ensure predictable and stable
operation near the friction limits, maintaining driver’s controllability for curvature and
speed tracking.
3) Control moderation (via MPR) can be extended to address rollover prevention (R-
MPR). This can address issues such as the trade-off between path following and rollover
prevention, and also the need for a seamless transition between keeping the driver in
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the control loop and allowing an electronic safety system to make a fully autonomous
intervention.
4) A novel control allocation (CA) approach can replace the common technique of con-
strained quadratic programming. Such an approach may have several advantages for
real-time control within the cooperative driving system.
1.4 Main Research Contributions
This dissertation proposes an original and systematic method for moderating driver or
system demands so that an integrated chassis and driveline control system can operate
in a predictable manner. The moderated particle reference (MPR) model has been
validated to ensure predictable and stable operation near the friction limits, maintaining
controllability for curvature and speed tracking; and R-MPR is developed to satisfy the
issues relating to both un-tripped and tripped rollover. This includes the trade-off
between path following and rollover prevention, and also need for a seamless transition
between keeping the driver in the control loop and allowing an electronic safety system
to make a fully autonomous intervention.
To ensure the proposed control method can be fully implemented into the real-time
controller, this dissertation proposes a novel CA approach based on the pseudo-inverse
matrix. This PICA method shows great potential and it is shown to obtain desired CA
performance and improve on existing methods both inside and near the limits of friction.
The hardware and driver in the loop driving simulator test results are used to test and
validate the approaches.
1.5 Related Publications
1. The implementation of PPR/MPR control strategy with hardware and human driver
in the control loop test and the influences of the human driver steering behavior on
vehicle motion performance with PPR/MPR presented in chapter 3 and 6 are based on
the following papers:
Zhang, D., Gordon T., Gao, Y. and Zong, C., “Intelligent Electronic Steering Pro-
gram Based on Road Departure Mitigation Control”, Proceedings of the 2016 IEEE
International Conference on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics (SMC 2016 )
Zhang, D., Gordon T., Zong, C. and Zhang, R., “Development and Validation of the
Moderated Particle Reference Strategy with Driver in the Loop”, Proceedings of 14th
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International Symposium on Advanced Vehicle Control AVEC’18, Beijing, China July
2018.
Zhang, D., Zhang, R., Gordon, T., “A Novel Approach of Combined Control Allocation
and Moderation for Road Departure Mitigation” submitted to IEEE Transactions on
Vehicular Technology
2. The R-MPR control strategy presented in chapter 4 are based on the following papers:
Zhang, D., Gordon, T., Gao, Y., Zong, C. and Lidberg, M,“A Novel Control Mediation
Approach to Active Rollover Prevention”, Proceedings of 13th International Symposium
on Advanced Vehicle Control AVEC’16, Munich, Germany September 2016.
Zhang, D., Gordon T., Zhang, R., Yuan, H. and Zong, C.,“A Unified Approach to
Rollover Prevention Based on Control Allocation”, Proceedings of the 25th International
Symposium on Dynamics of Vehicle on Road and Tracks (IAVSD 2017 )
Zhang, D., Gordon, T., Zong C., “Integrated Chassis Controller for Combined Ap-
proach of Vehicle Rollover Prevention and Road Departure Mitigation” submitted to
Vehicle System Dynamics
3. The pseudo-inverse based control allocation method and its comparison with sequen-
tial quadratic programming approach presented in chapter 5 are based on the following
papers:
Zhang, D., Gordon T., Zong, C. and Zhang, R., “Development and Validation of the
Moderated Particle Reference Strategy with Driver in the Loop”, Proceedings of 14th
International Symposium on Advanced Vehicle Control AVEC’18, Beijing, China July
2018.
Zhang, D., Gordon, T., Liu, Y., Zong C., “Approach of Constrained Control Allocation
Method based on Pseudo-Inverse Matrix for Real Vehicle Application” submitted to
IEEE/ASME Transactions on Mechatronics
1.6 Dissertation Outline
This dissertation is organized in seven chapters. Chapter 1 has given a short overview
of the current intelligent vehicle control approach and its challenge, as well as the ar-
eas where the present research contributes to the literature. Chapter 2 introduces the
research background of the relevant technology progress. A hierarchical vehicle dynam-
ics control system with three control layers including the current approaches in every
layer is introduced for vehicles with “over-actuated” chassis control systems. Chapter 3
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introduces a systematic method for moderating driver or system demands so that an in-
tegrated chassis and driveline control system can operate in a predictable manner within
available friction constraints. Demands from a driver interpreter are fed into the pro-
posed moderator, based on the dynamics of a friction-limited particle, the result being
a moderated particle reference (MPR). Chapter 4 presents a novel technique for trans-
forming driver commands into chassis control signals in the context of rollover prevention
when a vehicle with a high mass center is driven at high speed on a curved road. The
proposed R-MPR is to establish best-case methods for autonomous and driver-adaptive
interventions based on different road conditions. Chapter 5 proposes a new approach
for the constrained CA based on the pseudo-inverse matrix. It is validated that the
proposed PICA method can obtain desired CA performance and improve on existing
methods both inside and near the limits of friction, and shows great advantages to be
well applied in the real-time vehicle control applications. In chapter 6, the proposed sys-
tematic control approach is tested via the hardware and driver in the loop experiments
to test whether the new methods can be effectively implemented in real-time control
applications while preserving the control interaction of the driver. Finally, the summary
and conclusion are given in chapter 7, and some potential future works based on the
proposed systematic control approach are indicated.
Chapter 2
Research Background
Active chassis and driveline control for ground vehicles has made remarkable progress in
recent years. Such systems make use of brake, steering and driveline actuators (including
active differentials) and provide individual control functions such as antilock brakes,
traction control and vehicle stability control. Much work has previously been done in this
area during recent years, e.g. [22][23][24]. For vehicle dynamic control (VDC) systems,
typical control states are longitudinal velocity, lateral velocity, and yaw rate, while
the actuator set could include individual wheel drive/brake and steering, comprising a
redundantly actuated system. Considerable research has focused on integrated vehicle
dynamics control systems [25][26][27][28][29]. For example, He et al. coordinated active
front steering (AFS) and dynamic stability control (DSC) subsystems based on the fact
that AFS and DSC can both influence the lateral vehicle dynamics and have control
objectives and effective regions of their own [30]. Nagai proposed the integrated control
system of the front steering angle compensation and the braking force distribution with
the application of model-matching control technique based on optimal control theory
[25].
There are many advantages of employing a centralized control system of hierarchical
structure for the whole vehicle control system. Commonly the vehicle motion controller
with a redundant set of actuators include three levels (Figure 2.1). First, a high-level
motion controller commands a vector of vehicle mass-center forces and yaw moment
in order to meet the overall motion control targets. Second, a control allocation algo-
rithm generates different actuator control targets such that they together produce the
desired global control efforts. Third, the low-level control algorithm will control the
actuators to achieve the control objectives. In this dissertation, we also consider the
vehicle motion control with a hierarchical control architecture that includes high-level
controller, control allocation, and low-level controller, as summarized in Figure 2.1.
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As upper-level controller, motion controller translates optimal vehicle performance into
desired acceleration vectors. Then the required vehicle-level control efforts can be ob-
tained via the vehicle reference model with the actual vehicle running parameters. This
is important so that force allocation is guaranteed to be feasible. The desired lateral
and longitudinal tire forces in this case for each tire can be optimally distributed by
the CA algorithm with the consideration of tire friction limits and other constraints.
An inverse tire model transforms the desired longitudinal/lateral forces of each tire to
the corresponding tire slip ratio and slip angle. Then for the actuator control inputs,
which are tire braking/acceleration torques and steering angles can be finally calculated
through the analytical inverse tire model. The resulting vehicle states are then fed back
to the high-level controller to close the loop.
Figure 2.1: Hierarchical control structure (driver inputs can come in from the top as
well as environmental information)
2.1 Vehicle dynamics and tire model
In VDC it is common to adopt the well-known 2-DOF linear bicycle model as a ref-
erence, to generate reference vehicle states based on driver inputs. The 2-DOF linear
bicycle model typically assumes the vehicle moves on a high friction road and has lateral
acceleration less than around 0.4g, in which region tire characteristics may be considered
linear. However, when a vehicle moves on a low friction road or the lateral acceleration
is relatively large, then the linear bicycle model is no longer suitable. Further, speed
control is an integral part of the control methods introduced below so the 2-DOF linear
bicycle model is not suitable. Hence, in this dissertation, we employ a standard 3-DOF
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vehicle dynamic model including longitudinal, lateral and yaw motions of planar motion.
The model also allows for nonlinear tire forces.
2.1.1 Vehicle dynamic model
The primary motions associated with handling and stability are the longitudinal, lateral
and yaw motions of planar motion as shown in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Vehicle dynamic model
The planar dynamics are derived from the standard Newton-Euler theory using motion
variables in the vehicle fixed X-Y chassis (CoG) coordinate system. The high-level
nonlinear feedback controller will specify in-plane forces and yaw moment:
X =
∑
Fxij = m(v˙x − vyr) + ρ
2
CdAfv
2
x
Y =
∑
Fyij = m(v˙y + vxr)
Mz =
∑
[(−1)jdFxij − (−1)iliFyij ] = Iz r˙
FXij = Fxij cos δij − Fyij sin δij
FY ij = Fxij sin δij + Fyij cos δij
(2.1)
The vertical load on each wheel Fzij is a function of both the vehicles static load dis-
tribution and dynamic weight transfer associated with longitudinal and lateral acceler-
ation. The longitudinal acceleration influences the normal loading between front and
rear wheels while the lateral acceleration affects the normal loading between left and
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right wheels. Then, ignoring front-rear variations in roll center heights and suspension
roll stiffness, the vertical load at each wheel is estimated as:
Fzij =
mgli′
2L
+ (−1)imaxhs
2L
+ (−1)jmayhsli′
2Lb
(2.2)
where i′ 6= i, (i, i′) ∈ 1, 2.
2.1.2 Tire model
The nonlinear tire model characteristics are crucial to solving this problem in limiting
road/tire conditions. In the low-level controller (introduced below in section 2.4), the
tire model is employed for calculation of the tire sideslip angles (via tire model inversion).
Hence, to facilitate the real-time implementation and precisely inverse the tire model,
a simple tire model in [31] is employed in this dissertation to depict the relationship
between the lateral force and sideslip angle in the tire stable and monotonic region by
using the arctangent function to fit the experimental curve, given by [32]:
Fyij = −Cαij
√
1− ( Fxij
µFzij
)2
µ
k
tan−1(
k
µ
αij) (2.3)
where,
k =
Cαijpi
pFzij
, p = 2 (2.4)
where Cαij is the tyre cornering stiffness of each wheel; µ is the tyre-road friction co-
efficient (assuming each wheel’s tyre-road friction coefficient is same as µ) ; αij is the
tyre sideslip angle. p is a curve-fitting constant, which can be further fitted in order to
improve the tire model accuracy in relatively large sideslip angle region.
By fitting the parameter p in the tire model, a tire lateral force comparison between
the tire model and CarSim test data are shown in Figure 2.3. As indicated in Figure
2.3, the calculated lateral forces under varying vertical loads are compared with CarSim
test data, implying that the modified tyre model can describe tyre non-linearities with
acceptable accuracy in the controlled region (in small slip angle area) [3]. The controlled
region can be improved by fitting the parameter p, however in the meantime the accuracy
will become worse.
Note that, the Fxij is used as an input to the tyre model, rather than slip ratio, so the
wheel spin dynamics are excluded.
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Figure 2.3: Tyre lateral force comparison: simple tyre model and CarSim test data
2.2 Upper-level controller
Generally the upper-level control layer (as shown in Figure 2.1) is obtaining the environ-
mental and vehicle running information, and interpreting driver inputs, then calculating
the resultant vehicle-level longitudinal and lateral forces and moments of the vehicle to
make it realize the desired path and speed targets. Usually the upper-level controller
follows a model which can be particle, bicycle model, etc., or it can be some geometric
path and speed profile obtained from a mathematical formula (e.g. polynomial). Be-
sides, other upper-level controllers can take the ideal and personalized vehicle dynamics
control [33] and energy conservation control target [34]. However, for the active safety
controller, the desired vehicle particle path performance is taken as the main control
reference for the collision avoidance.
In this dissertation, we mainly propose two control strategies as the upper-level con-
troller: Model Predictive controller and Path Particle Reference based controller. The
MPC control is commonly used as the high-level controller for path tracking which has
been proved to be efficient enough to solve the path tracking problem in normal con-
ditions [35][36]. The PPR based control strategy is based on the optimal control of a
friction-limited particle, the target being to minimize the maximum off-tracking from
the commanded trajectory [37]. The PPR based reference can provide combined braking
and turning accelerations of the vehicle mass center in limited situation for the optimal
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road departure control [38]. Hence, these two upper-level control strategies are proposed
to cover all the possible driving situations under various tire force conditions.
In addition to these, in 2002, T. J. Gordon proposed a driver model for self-driving
vehicles based on the convergent vector field [39]. By establishing a reference vector
field, non-linear feedback control and residual friction control were used to ensure that
the vehicle’s driving direction converges to the reference path, and pointed out the
application prospect in advanced cruise control systems. Since then, the reference vector
field method has been more widely studied and applied in the fields of path planning
and tracking, obstacle avoidance and extremum seeking [40][41][42][43]. When it is used
as the motion controller of the vehicle, the flow vector field can be constructed by the
look-ahead point, the reference path and the current position to provide the desired
forces and moment for the vehicle. It is more suitable for the vehicle dynamic controller
which can decouple the total force and control the tires independently. The RVF based
upper-level control strategy has shown great potential and been proved to be efficient
enough for the real-time control, however, the optimal parameter fitting of the RVF
takes lots of control efforts to obtain the optimal control effect, and it will have a great
influence from the online vehicle running states which affect the comparison between
proposed control allocation methods in following chapters.
2.2.1 Model predictive controller
An integrated controller based on MPC is introduced to realize the optimal path track-
ing. The integrated controller is comprised of MPC motion control layer and actuator
control layer. To predict the motion of the vehicle in controller, a single-track 3-DOF
model is used. As shown in Figure 2.4, the MPC motion control layer is used to calcu-
late the desired force of the front and rear tires by minimizing an error function defined
below. And the desired tire forces are obtained by controlling the drive torques and the
steering angles of tires using the actuator control layer.
Consider the conversion relationship between the local coordinate system and the global
coordinate system. [
Xg
Y g
]
=
[
cosψ −sinψ
sinψ cosψ
][
X
Y
]
(2.5)
where X and Y denotes the forces in vehicle coordinate, and the Xg and Y g denotes the
forces in global coordinate, and ψ denotes the yaw angle. Combining the two equations
of Equation (2.1) (ignoring the effect of vehicle aerodynamics) and Equation (2.5), to
obtain the linear time-varying model predictive control, it is necessary to linearize the
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Figure 2.4: The schematic diagram of integrated controller
nonlinear dynamic model, so the system is described as:
P˙ = A(t)P (t) +BU(t) (2.6)
where
A(t) =

0 ψ˙ 0 vy 0 0
−ψ˙ 0 0 −vx 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
cosψ sinψ −vx sinψ − vy cosψ 0 0 0
sinψ cosψ vx cosψ − vy sinψ 0 0 0

(2.7)
B =

1/m 0 0
0 1/m 0
0 0 0
0 0 1/Iz
0 0 0
0 0 0

(2.8)
and P (t) = [vy, vx, ψ, ψ˙, y, x]
T , where x denotes vehicle longitudinal displacement in
global coordinate and y denotes vehicle lateral displacement in global coordinate, and
control variables are selected as: U(t) = [X,Y,Mz]
T .
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The first order interpolation method is used to discretise the equations of motion, and
the discrete state space equation is obtained as:
P (k + 1) = [I + TA]P (k) + TBU(k)
= AtP (k) +BtU(k)
(2.9)
where T denotes the sample time, and I denotes the unit matrix.
The control objective in this analysis is to manage the position errors, especially the
lateral position error and yaw angle error. The mathematical expression of the control
objective can be written as equation 2.10.
J(k) =
Np∑
i=1
‖ η(k + i | t)− ηref (k + i | t) ‖2Q
+
Ne−1∑
i=1
‖ ∆U(k + i | t) ‖2R +γε2
(2.10)
where R, Q and γ are weight coefficients, in this dissertation, to balance the weights of
feedback variables and control variables [44], Q is tuned as: Q =

1000 0 0
0 10000 0
0 0 10000
,
R is tuned as R =

0.005 0 0
0 0.005 0
0 0 0.005
, and γ is tuned as γ = 1000; and η denotes
the reference obtained by trajectory as [x, y, ψ]T . The first term of the formula repre-
sents expectation that the error between the predicted trajectory η(k + i | t) and the
expected trajectory ηref (k + i | t) should be smallest. The second term denotes that
the change of control values ∆U(k + i | t) should be small as much as possible. And in
the third term, ε denotes the relaxation factor, preventing the occurrence of no feasible
solution by proper release of the hard constraint (transforming hard constraint into soft
constraint).
Defining: ξ(k | t) =
[
P (k | t)
U(k − 1 | t)
]
, we can get that:
ξ(k + 1 | t) = A˜tξ(k | t) + B˜t∆U(k | t)
η(k | t) = C˜tξ(k | t)
(2.11)
where A˜t =
[
At Bt
0m×n Im
]
, B˜t =
[
Bt
Im
]
, n denotes the dimension of state variables
and m denotes the dimension of the control variables. The systems predicted output
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expression is:
Y (t) = Ptξ(t) +K∆U(t) (2.12)
where
Y (t) =

η(t+ 1 | t)
η(t+ 2 | t)
...
η(t+Nc | t)
...
η(t+Np | t)

, Pt =

CtA˜t
CtA˜t
2
...
CtA˜t
Nc
...
CtA˜t
Np

K =

CtB˜t 0 0 0
CtA˜tB˜t CtB˜t ... 0
... ... ... ...
CtA˜t
Nc−1
B˜t CtA˜t
Nc−2
B˜t ... CtB˜t
CtA˜t
Nc
B˜t CtA˜t
Nc−1
B˜t ... CtA˜tB˜t
... ... ... ...
CtA˜t
Np−1
B˜t CtA˜t
Np−2
B˜t ... CtA˜t
Np−Nc
B˜t

∆U(t) =

∆U(t | t)
∆U(t+ 1 | t)
...
∆U(t+Nc | t)

(2.13)
For minimizing the objective function shown above by quadratic programming, it should
be transformed into standard form [45][44]. With the equation 2.13, the solution U can
be obtained, and the actual control output is shown as:
U(t+ 1) = U(t) + ∆U(t+ 1) (2.14)
The key parameters in MPC for the application in the simulation of later double-lane
change (DLC) path tracking control is: the prediction horizon Np = 40, the control
horizon Nc = 1, the sampling time T = 0.02s.
2.2.2 Particle reference
The problem of disconnect between driver demands and vehicle response is well-known
in the context of terminal understeer [46][47][37][48][49]. In this event, during corner-
ing, the front lateral tire forces become saturated; if the driver increases the steering
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wheel angle, there is no consequent increase in path curvature; thus the driver experi-
ences a dead-band in term of vehicle lateral control. Recent approaches to understeer
mitigation have considered path curvature as the primary control target, and this is
partially controlled via reduced vehicle speed [46][47][37]. Note that the particle ignores
yaw motion but integrates both path and speed control. In particular, the Parabolic
Path Reference (PPR) [50][37][38] is based on the optimal control of a friction-limited
particle, the target being to minimize the maximum off-tracking from the commanded
trajectory. For any given recovery from the terminal understeer strategy, the maximum
off-tracking occurs when the velocity is tangential to the reference trajectory. It is found
that minimization of the maximum off-tracking is achieved by directing the force in a
globally fixed direction, perpendicular to the path tangent at the anticipated point of
the maximum off-tracking. The optimal recovery from the terminal understeer to the
reference trajectory is identified as a parabolic motion. This way of representing the dy-
namics of the vehicle under terminal understeer condition also provides greater insight
into the fundamentals of the recovery from terminal understeer. The PPR reference
combines braking and turning accelerations of the vehicle mass center in such a way
that a reduction in speed is coordinated with increasing path curvature. It emerges that
the acceleration vector is fixed in the inertial reference frame as shown in Figure 2.5. In
this figure the geometry is exaggerated; the particle enters a curve with entry point at
t = 0; the point of maximum off-tracking (lateral path deviation) occurs at t = T . The
constant optimal global force vector is shown as F , and the resulting path is analogous
to that of a projectile motion under gravity; this minimizes the maximum off-tracking
provided the dominant vehicle acceleration constraint is a circular boundary in the G−G
diagram of the vehicle.
The PPR strategy is designed to minimize the maximum distance of off-tracking in the
above condition. We should note that PPR strategy above is “event-based” rather than
continuous: the initial speed v0 and step-steer angle are used to define the reference.
The driver interpreter (DI) includes both longitudinal and lateral control. For the for-
mer, a target adx is derived from driver pedal actions, while for lateral control the bicycle
model is initially used:[
β˙DI
r˙DI
]
=
[
−2(Cαf+Cαr)mvx −
2(l1Cαf−l2Cαr)
mv2x
− 1
−2(l1Cαf−l2Cαr)Iz −
2(l21Cαf+l
2
2Cαr)
Izvx
][
βDI
rDI
]
+
[
2Cαf
mvx
2Cαf l1
Iz
]
δh
iw
(2.15)
In parallel, a desired path curvature, KDI , is obtained from the steady-state cornering
condition, for steering-wheel angle δh and wheelbase L, the neutral steer condition will
be assumed, giving:
KDI =
δh
iwL
(2.16)
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Figure 2.5: Kinematics of Parabolic Path Reference
Then a synthetic acceleration vector is then defined:
(aDIx , a
DI
y ) = (a
d
x, v
2
xK
DI) (2.17)
Provided the magnitude remains within friction limits:
aDI =
√
(aDIx )
2 + (aDIy )
2 ≤ µg (2.18)
the bicycle reference is adopted. Otherwise some form of moderation of driver demands
is required.
Note that for PPR, the authors explicitly assumed aDIx = 0 i.e. the driver does not
directly command a change in speed. Then Equations 2.17 and 2.18 imply the friction
condition takes the form vx ≤ vlim, where
vlim =
√
µg
KDI
(2.19)
With the particle representation of vehicle motion expressed in the inertial reference
frame as:
max = −F sin θ (2.20)
may = F cos θ (2.21)
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The set of admissible controls, in terms of the magnitude and global direction of the
synthetic force vector, is given by:
U = {F ∈ [0, µmg], θ ∈ [0, 2pi]} (2.22)
The optimizing control input (F ∗(t), θ∗(t)) at time t:
F ∗(t) = µg, θ∗(t) = θ (2.23)
where
cos θ =
v2lim
v20
(2.24)
2.2.3 Sliding mode controller
As the vehicle is a nonlinear system, sliding mode control (SMC) is adopted as a suitable
and simple vehicle motion controller design technique, based on the 3 DOF vehicle model.
The SMC can be considered as a separate approach from MPC for the generation of
vehicle center forces and yaw moment targets, particulary in this dissertation, SMC is
mainly employed to generate yaw moment for the particle reference control strategy
(introduced in chapter 3 and 4). The system state vector is chosen as [vx, vy, r]
T =
[x1, x2, x3]
T , and the vehicle motion equation can be written
x˙ =

x2x3 − ρ2mCdAfv2x
−x1x3
0
+

1/m 0 0
0 1/m 0
0 0 1/Iz


Xd
Yd
Mzd
 (2.25)
The system output is y = [x1, x2, x3]
T and the control vector u = [Xd, Yd,Mzd]
T is to be
chosen to track the output targets. It is apparent that the mass matrix diag[m,m, Iz]
is invertible and the system has a vector relative degree [1, 1, 1]T so there are no zero
dynamics involved in the system. SMC is well-known to ensure system robustness against
un-modeled dynamics such as body roll, disturbances such as wind gust, and parametric
uncertainties such as variations in vehicle mass caused by load change [51]. In the
SMC design, the choice of switching function is critical, because the desired dynamic
performances are reflected by a proper sliding surface. For the longitudinal, lateral speed
and yaw rate tracking problem, the sliding surface is selected as:
s1 = x1 − xref1
s2 = x2 − xref2
s3 = x3 − xref3 + λ
∫ t0
t
(x3 − xref3 )dτ
(2.26)
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The attractive equations are:
s˙1 =
Xd
m
− ρ
2m
CdAfv
2
x + x2x3 − x˙1ref = −η1sign(s1)
s˙2 =
Yd
m
− x1x3 − x˙2ref = −η2sign(s2)
s˙3 =
Mzd
Iz
− x˙3ref + λ(x3 − xref3 ) = −η3sign(s3)
(2.27)
Defining Vi = 1/2s
2
i , it is easy to derive the inequality: V˙i = sis˙i = −siηisign(si) ≤
−ηi|si|, thus by choosing ηi large enough the sliding motion can be guaranteed and
the sliding surfaces are attractive. To eliminate chattering effects from discontinuous
switching, sign(si) can be replaced by a continuous saturation function operating in a
thin boundary layer [3] [52]:
s˙1 =
Xd
m
− ρ
2m
CdAfv
2
x + x2x3 − x˙1ref = −η1sat(
s1
φ1
)
s˙2 =
Yd
m
− x1x3 − x˙2ref = −η2sat( s2
φ2
)
s˙3 =
Mzd
Iz
− x˙3ref + λ(x3 − xref3 ) = −η3sat(
s3
φ3
)
(2.28)
where φi is the boundary layer thickness, hence, the control law is obtained:
Xd = m[x˙1
ref − η1sat( s1
φ1
)− x2x3] + ρ
2
CdAfv
2
x
Yd = m[x˙2
ref − η2sat( s2
φ2
) + x1x3]
Mzd = Iz[x˙3
ref − η3sat( s3
φ3
)− λ(x3 − xref3 )]
(2.29)
2.3 Control allocation
This layer (as shown in Figure 2.1) is for converting the control objective (resultant
forces and moments of the vehicle) obtained from the objective control layer into a con-
strained optimization control problem; in the meantime the optimized objective function
can be chosen according to different goals. Then the further steps are solving the opti-
mization problem and sending the distributed forces and motions to each actuator (e.g.
longitudinal tire forces and steering angles of four wheels).
The concept of control allocation (CA) firstly appeared in the airplane flight controls
and marine applications with the idea of a single controller for each rotational degree of
freedom [53][54]. Recently, there has been increasing interest in automotive applications
that the CA is widely used to deal with the actuator control constraints and faults prob-
lems with the increasing capability of realtime onboard controller [55][56][57][58][59][60].
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Besides, CA which determines how to distribute the required vehicle-level acceleration to
the vehicle actuators, is adopted as a suitably flexible and powerful control technique to
address the challenge, since it fits neatly into a general hierarchical control architecture.
CA can be generally classified into unconstrained control allocation methods and con-
strained control allocation methods according to whether taking the actuator limitations
into consideration. For unconstrained CA, the common way to deal with such over-
actuated system is to use generalized inverses [61][62], especially the Moore-Penrose
inverse method [63]. Under the normal driving situation, it is assumed that the control
target can be achieved easily, hence the unconstrained CA method can obtain many
solutions and a reasonable choice is to pick that with the lowest energy consumption
(least-norm) [64]. However, the vehicle load transfer will result in different tire force
capacities during the vehicle running process. Hence, the tire forces obtained by control
allocation must take it into consideration in the possibility of actuator saturation, for
which, the unconstrained CA methods seems unreliable and imprecise for the application
of vehicle control. Therefore, large amount of researchers focus more on the constrained
CA method.
CA determines how to distribute the required vehicle-level control efforts (virtual control
inputs) V (t) = [Xd, Yd,Mzd] to the vehicle actuators; this is formulated as a constrained
optimization problem as follows. Denote the virtual control input vector V (t) ∈ Rk the
output of the control allocator is the actual control vector, u(t) ∈ Rn, where n > k.
Given V (t), u(t) is sought such that g(u(t)) = V (t). In the control allocation, the linear
case is almost exclusively studied [53], where the actual and virtual controls are related
by a control effectiveness matrix B.
Generally, there are two different approaches to allocation adopted in the literature:
allocation to individual tire forces [65][66] and allocation to individual tire slip ratio and
tire slip angle [65] [67] [68]. From the above vehicle dynamic model as shown in Figure
2.2 and Equation (2.1), it is obvious that the relationship between generalized forces/-
moments and tire longitudinal/lateral forces are linear, while the relationship between
generalized forces/moments and tire slip ratio, tire slip angle is nonlinear because of the
nonlinear tire characteristics. It can be predicted that if we directly use the nonlinear
actuation relationship in the control allocation, the computational cost cannot easily sat-
isfy the high-speed vehicle real-time control. Hence, here the control allocation problem
is divided into two layers as shown in the figure 2.1: in the first layer, the longitudinal
and lateral force components at the tires are chosen as the actual control variables to
avoid complicated nonlinear computation, then in the second layer, based on the inverse
tire model, the actual tire force control parameters, tire slip ratio and tire side slip angle,
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can be obtained finally. Here the longitudinal and lateral force components at the tire
are chosen as the actual control variables.
At each sampling instant tk, Vk = [Xd, Yd,Mzd]
T is computed by the high-level controller,
as above. Assuming each wheel can be independently controlled,
uk = [Fx11, Fx12, Fx21, Fx22, Fy11, Fy12, Fy21, Fy22, ]
T (2.30)
where the uk is the control input to be determined at this stage. The goal of control
allocation is to manipulate uk so that the linear mapping Vk = B · uk can be attained.
The control effectiveness matrix B can be obtained from Equation (2.1) as the derivatives
of the generalized forces/moment with respect to individual tire forces:
B =

a11 a12 a21 a22 −b11 −b12 −b21 −b22
b11 b12 b21 b22 a11 a12 a21 a22
c11 c12 c21 c22 d11 d12 d21 d22
 (2.31)
with:
aij = cos δij ; cij = (−1)jd cos δij + (−1)i+1li sin δij
bij = sin δij ; dij = (−1)j+1d sin δij + (−1)i+1li cos δij
(2.32)
The core technical methods solving constrained CA can be summarized as: Constrained
Quadratic programming(CQP) and Pseudo-Inverse based CA.
2.3.1 Sequential Quadratic Programming (Constrained Quadratic Pro-
gramming)
A common technique is the constrained quadratic programming (CQP),which is viable
but not fully reliable near the friction limits because of the inaccuracy of the inverse
tire model. Besides, due to the high computational load, CQP can not provide the most
optimal control allocation solution in real-time controller. However, the CQP approach
can be considered as a benchmark here.
Control allocation is formulated as an optimization problem in which the allocation error
‖ Bu − V ‖2 is minimized, subject to actuator constraints. In the case of VDC with
control reference included, it is expected that Bu = V can be achieved. However, in the
presence of actuator constraints and actuator redundancy, optimization is still required.
In the presence of bound-type actuator constraints, a linearly constrained quadratic
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programming problem may be formulated, taking the form:
J1 = arg min ‖W1(Bu− V ) ‖2, u ≤ u ≤ u
J2 = arg min ‖W2(u− uc) ‖2, u ∈ Ω
J3 = arg min ‖W3u ‖2, u ∈ Ω
(2.33)
where u denotes the target value of tire forces and uc denotes the current value of tire
forces. u and u denotes the upper and lower limits of tire force value, Ω denotes the
tire force friction constraint. In equation 2.33, the J1 represents minimizing the control
allocation error, subject to actuator constraints, while J2 penalizes deviations from the
current control set uc, mainly so that the controller demand will be smooth; J3 presents
the minimization of the tire force utilization, to improve the control allocation efficiency.
The J2 and J3 will be further discussed below in section 5.2.
This type of problem may be solved via Sequential Least-Squares (SLS), and needs three
steps to solve. First, the weighted allocation error ‖ W1(Bu − V ) ‖2 is minimized. If
feasible solutions are found, then the best solution is obtained by minimizing ‖W2(u−
uc) ‖2 and ‖ W3u ‖2. A faster alternative, used here, is obtained by approximating the
SLS formulation as a Weighted Least-Squares (WLS) problem:
J = arg min(‖W1(Bu− V ) ‖22
+ γ ‖W2(u− uc) ‖22 +λ ‖W3u ‖22)
(2.34)
With correct determination of road surface friction µ then feasible solutions normally
exist, and the tire model inversion will also be available. In that case we solve the linear
equation via an active set method [69]. When using CQP in the tire force allocator layer,
the lateral and longitudinal force of the tires need to meet the limits of the friction circle.
However, it is challenging and time consuming to use it as a nonlinear constrained
optimizing problem. As shown in Figure 2.6, researchers normally adopt the linear
polygon constraint method to simplify the nonlinear friction circle constraint [3], and
the specific octagon constraint is shown as:
To be mentioned, the polygon constraint is an approximation method which can not
fully describe the whole tire friction limits, which in other words cannot take full use of
the tire forces. However, the ideal tradeoff between computational cost and linearization
of friction circle are still open to be discovered.
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Figure 2.6: The schematic of linear octagon constraint [3]
2.3.2 Pseudo-inverse matrix
As stated above, control allocation is commonly formulated as an optimization problem
in which the allocation error ‖ Bu−V ‖2 is minimized. However the normal CA method
was found difficult to execute in the real-time [70], due to the high computational load,
especially from the Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) of the CA algorithm.
Hence, a Pseudo Inverse Matrix approach was employed to implement the CA problem,
this being likely to have reduced computational cost. The first step of the Pseudo-
Inverse based constrained CA is to solve optimal CA problem utilizing the mathematic
characteristics of Pseudo-Inverse matrix ignoring the limitations:
u = B]V (2.35)
where the ] denotes the pseudo inverse operator.
For computing the pseudo inverse, the Singular Value Decompensation (SVD) is em-
ployed [71][72]. Formally, the singular-value decomposition of an m× n real or complex
matrix M is a factorization of the form:
M = UΣV∗, (2.36)
where U is an m×m real or complex unitary matrix, Σ is an m×n rectangular diagonal
matrix with non-negative real numbers on the diagonal, and V is an n×n real or complex
unitary matrix. The diagonal entries σi of Σ are known as the singular values of M .
The columns of U and the columns of V are called the left-singular vectors and right-
singular vectors of M , respectively. V∗ is the Hermitian conjugate and in the current
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application where M is real, V∗ = VT and U and V are orthogonal matrices with
UUT = UTU = Im and VV
T = VTV = In, where I is the unit matrix.
The SVD can be used for computing the pseudoinverse of a matrix. Indeed, the pseu-
doinverse of the matrix M with SVD is:
M] = VΣ]U∗, (2.37)
where Σ] is the pseudoinverse of Σ, which is formed by replacing every non-zero diagonal
entry by its reciprocal and transposing the resulting matrix.
If the solution of equation 2.35 of u satisfies the friction constraints, then no further
steps are needed, otherwise, the over-saturated elements of the control vector will be re-
computed by solving a reconstructed pseudo-inverse matrix, which is called redistributed
pseudo-inverse method [73] or control reallocation algorithm (CRA) [70].
Some other researchers also introduce the method of building a Hamiltonian function,
as shown in equation 2.38 [74] [64]:
H =
1
2
uTWu+ λ(Bu− V ) (2.38)
where λ is a vector of Lagrange multipliers. The control objective is set to minimize the
control inputs of ‖ u ‖ and the control error of ‖ Bu− V ‖.
Introducing the partial derivatives of H on u and λ for the Hamilton function and make
it equal to 0, finally it can obtained that:
u = W−1BT (BW−1BT )−1V (2.39)
It can be found that the W−1BT (BW−1BT )−1 is recognised as the generalized inverse,
setting the W = I, which denotes that treating the minimization of the control inputs
of u and the control error of ‖ Bu−V ‖ equally, then the expression 2.39 reduces to the
special case of Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse, which applies when the bracketed square
matrix is invertible:
B] = BT (BBT )−1 (2.40)
Finally, we can find that, with the method of building the Hamiltonian function, the
results are exactly same with the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse and completely reflects
its mathematic characteristics [75]. Hence, this method can be classified into the Pseudo-
Inverse based CA method.
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In addition to these, recently a simpler approach known as the MHA (modified Hamil-
tonian algorithm) for control allocation in limit handling is published by Gao [76] [77]
which is derived from the quadratic linear optimal control (QLOC) method. This method
fully respects nonlinear tire characteristics, and has been proved to be efficient enough
to be executed in real-time, and appears general enough to be applied to a wide variety
of vehicle manoeuvres. However, it is only validated to be efficient on the friction limit
conditions so far, due to the limit of the tire model inversion process in MHA (The tire
model inversion process employed in MHA is only based on the tire force data on friction
limit).
2.4 Low-level controller
Below the Control Allocation layer (as shown in Figure 2.1) are the low-level controllers.
To make the problem tractable in real-time, two layers are used. From the longitudinal
and lateral force components at the tires, a simplified inverse tire model determines the
chassis control inputs (slip ratio and slip angles). As shown in Figure 2.3, it can be
expected that this method can work well except at the region with large sideslip angle,
where the model inversion is less precise. Then the actuator controller converts these
targets to actuator control signals, i.e. braking torques and steering actuator controls.
2.4.1 Tire model inversion
Given tire forces (Fxij , Fyij) and other sensor information, the desired tire slip variables
(κij , αij) can be calculated through an analytical inverse tire model which may be effi-
ciently implemented via a look-up table (which can be obtained from CarSim); this is
not discussed further here, except to mention that model inversion requires feasibility
with respect to tire force constraints, and hence the relevance of using a moderator.
However, the interaction between the tire slip variables (κij , αij) is not considered for
the tire force data obtained from the CarSim. The influence on this interaction will
be further discussed in the chapter 3. Hence, a combined tire model inversion method
based on the Equation 2.3 can be obtained as:
αij = tan(
Fyij
−χ )
µ
k
(2.41)
where,
χ = Cαij
√
1− ( Fxij
µFzij
)2
µ
k
; k =
Cαijpi
pFzij
, p = 2 (2.42)
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Parameter p is a curve-fitting constant which can be further fitted to improve the accu-
racy of tire model inversion.
For low-level actuation, the steering system dynamics are neglected; hence the increment
of steering angle ∆δij is equated to the desired slip angle increment ∆α
d
ij , as ∆δij = ∆α
d
ij .
On the other hand, for low-level regulation of wheel torque, wheel spin dynamics are
significant, hence a sliding mode controller is commonly used, which is to track desired
tire slip ratio κijd using the in-wheel motor control torque Twij .
2.4.2 Wheel dynamic model
The wheel dynamic are modeled as:
Iωω˙ij = Twij − FxijR− FzijfrR (2.43)
Tire slip angle of each wheel can be calculated as,
αij = δij − arctan(vy − (−1)
ilir
vx + (−1)jrd) (2.44)
The component of the velocity of the wheel center that is parallel to the vertical wheel
plane vwij is given as:
vwij = (vx + (−1)jrd) cos δij + (vy − (−1)ilir) sin δij (2.45)
Tire slip ratio κij of (ij)
th wheel is defined as:
κij =
ωijR− vwij
ωijR
,ωijR ≥ vwij , T raction
κij =
ωijR− vwij
vwij
, ωijR < vwij , Braking
(2.46)
2.4.3 Actuator regulation
Taking the braking condition as an example, differentiating κ = ωR−vwvw with respect to
time, and using Equation 2.44, we can obtain
κ˙ =
R
Iwvw
Tw − R
2
Iwvw
(Fx + Fzfr)− (1 + κ) v˙w
vw
(2.47)
A sliding variable sκ is chosen as the error between the actual slip ratio and the desired
one,
sκ = κ− κd (2.48)
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The approximation of the control law T̂w to achieve s˙κ = 0 is
T̂w =
Iwvw
R
κ˙d +
Iw(1 + κ)
R
v˙w + F̂xR+ F̂zfrR (2.49)
T̂w can be interpreted as the best estimation of the equivalent control. The control
law should account for uncertainty in the estimation of longitudinal forces and rolling
resistance, in order to guarantee the sliding condition:
1
2
d
dt
s2κ = sκs˙κ ≤ −ηk | sκ |, ηk > 0 (2.50)
To achieve this we select the control law Tw = T̂w − kbsign(sκ), choosing kb in the form
kb =
Iwvw
R (fe + ηκ), where fe is upper bound for the estimation error of tire longitudinal
forces and rolling resistance. To suppress chattering, and analogous to the high-level
controller, the braking torque control law takes the final form:
Tw =
Iwvw
R
κ˙d +
Iw(1 + κ)
R
v˙w + F̂xR+ F̂zfrR− kbsat( sκ
φw
) (2.51)
2.5 Summary
A hierarchical vehicle dynamics control system with three control layers, including the
current approaches in every layer are introduced for vehicles with over-actuated chas-
sis control systems, i.e., having more than three independent actuator modes. For the
upper-level controller, the MPC control strategy is employed as an optimal path track-
ing controller under normal driving conditions and a PPR based control strategy is
proposed as an optimal understeer mitigation controller under limited and over-limited
driving conditions. Sliding mode control is also adopted for the high-level vehicle motion
controller, to provide the generalized forces/moment, then distributed to longitudinal
and lateral forces of each wheel by control allocation. In the following chapters, the
moderated particle reference control strategy will be proposed based on the previously
published PPR method. In the control allocation layer, two particular CA methods,
constrained quadratic programming and pseudo-inverse, are introduced in detail. Based
on the current progress of the two CA methods, in the following chapter, a novel CA
method based on the pseudo-inverse matrix is proposed. The results demonstrate that
the CA method is viable for the real vehicle controller and shows significant advantages
in comparison with the current CA approach. Finally, tire slip ratio is controlled by
a lower-level sliding mode controller to track the desired slip ratio, manipulating the
in-wheel motor torque and steering angle of each wheel.
Chapter 3
Moderated Particle Reference
In this chapter we consider the vehicle with an agile active chassis to avoid particular
effects from any specific actuator constraints; more precisely, we assume the vehicle
is equipped with four in-wheel electric motors and a steer-by-wire system, which can
independently control each individual wheel. The in-wheel motors provide drive and
brake torque, so each wheel control unit has the maximum degree of control possible
(though without vertical load control). Thus we consider a four wheel independent
drive/brake/steer (4WIDBS) electric vehicle as the example application.
A continuous version of PPR, based on instantaneous states, was proposed in [78], and
this is developed further here. The concept of moderated particle reference (MPR) mod-
el has been proposed to ensure predictable and stable operation near the friction limits,
maintaining controllability for curvature and speed tracking [78]. The MPR strategy
effectively limits demands on the vehicle while preserving the control interaction of the
driver, which is in contrast to simpler yaw rate based controllers, like ESC. The mod-
erator also ensures that reference demands are feasible and hence tire model inversion
and control allocation can be precisely implemented. The driver model and driving sim-
ulator tests demonstrate the proposed MPR strategy can be effectively implemented in
real-time control applications while preserving the control interaction of the driver.
3.1 Background
Vehicle desired states derived from a drivers steering input can be interpreted in terms
of path curvature and also speed, especially when the limits of friction are approached.
Yamakado et al. attempted to address the problem of understeer by a combination of
speed reduction and yaw control [46]. The proposed control reduces the vehicle speed
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during the turn-in phase of the maneuver, the braking being set as proportional to
lateral jerk. While it is reported that this control reduces the effects of understeer, no
formal control scheme or control objective is defined. In an earlier study [47] the focus
was again on modulating the direction of the acceleration vector of the mass center,
here with a more explicit focus on using the combined cornering and braking forces to
increase path curvature. Klomp et al. [37] formulated the problem of combined speed
and directional control to minimize off-tracking when the curve entry speed is too high,
or equivalently the tire-road friction is too low. The parabolic particle reference (PPR)
strategy has been demonstrated as a suitable way to reduce off-tracking from a reference
path [37][38].
3.2 Formulation and representation of MPR
Based on the above PPR (event-based, road geometry known), it is intended to extract
a local version that induces a similar combination of braking and cornering forces in
response to a step-steer input. The moderated particle reference (MPR) strategy is
proposed, as both a simplification and a generalization of PPR. It is a simplification in
that sensing of the road geometry and the motion of the vehicle relative to the road is to
be excluded; it is also a generalization, in that longitudinal demands will be considered
as an integral part of the driver interpreter. Initially, however, we assume aDIx = 0
in which case MPR is required to reduce demands when aDIy > µg in a way that is
consistent with PPR.
Figure 3.1 shows the kinematics of the PPR-controlled vehicle when aDIy > µg; the solid
curve represents the actual path of the vehicle mass center and the larger dashed circle
is the path derived from the driver interpreter at the initial time instant.
From the PPR theory [38] [37], the x-component of the reference acceleration (moderator
output) arefx can be obtained as,
arefx = −µg ·
√
1− v
4
lim
v40
(3.1)
Further, it follows that
arefy a
DI
y = (µg)
2 (3.2)
During a sudden input from the driver, there will be a delay in building lateral accel-
eration, due to the transient vehicle dynamics; hence, triggering the moderator may be
similarly delayed in order to fully utilize the available friction. To implement this, we
adopt the trigger condition ay(t)a
DI
y > µg where ay(t) is the actual lateral acceleration;
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Figure 3.1: Kinematics of Moderated Particle Reference
the moderator lateral acceleration is however still to be based on the demanded lateral
acceleration,
arefy =
(µg)2
aDIy
(3.3)
3.2.1 MPR representation in the G-G diagram
The relationship between demanded and moderated mass-center accelerations can be
revealed in a geometric and highly intuitive way - see Figure 3.2. When the driver
demand (A) is beyond friction limits, the reference is obtained from the tangent point
on the friction circle (A’). The figure also shows the geometric interpretation of angle
θ in Figure 3.1; for example, theoretically, when aDIy → ∞, θ → pi/2 and full braking
results. To confirm this geometric interpretation of the PPR/MPR mapping, we note
that aDIy and a
ref
y satisfy the theorem of the adjacent sides in right-angled triangles,
OB ·OA = OA′2 (3.4)
i.e. aDIy a
ref
y = (µg)2, in agreement with Equation 3.2. Similarly, angle θ in Figure 3.2
is seen to satisfy:
cos θ =
µg
aDIy
=
µg
KDIv2
(3.5)
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Figure 3.2: Friction circle interpretation of the Parabolic Particle Reference (PPR)
3.2.2 Extended mapping of synthetic acceleration in G-G diagram
The above assumes aDIx = 0, consistent with the PPR reference [50]. Now we remove
this condition. In order to formulate the mapping back to the friction circle, we take the
first quadrant (combined steering and traction) and second quadrant (combined steering
and braking) of the G − G diagram as an example. While there is no unique way to
achieve this, the intention is to reduce longitudinal and/or lateral acceleration demands
in a systematic way.
In this figure, point C represents the mapping method derived from the PPR, as the
point A in Figure 3.2. Considering point F as a starting point, continuing with this
aforementioned mapping idea, the mapping way become: horizontal mapping to the
Y-axis, and then tangential mapping to the circle at point F ′. Based on the previous
experiments [78], it is found that the horizontal mapping to the Y-axis in the first step
is a suitable choice if the lateral dynamic is priority for achieving the best road de-
parture mitigation performance. To be specific, with the horizontal mapping method,
steady state forward speed is the lowest, and steady state yaw rate is the highest; with
the mapping angle to the Y-axis increasing, steady state forward speeds increase, and
steady state yaw rates decrease; turning radius also increases. The mapping is symmetric
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Figure 3.3: MPR mapping from driver interpreter to control reference-normalized
G-G diagram
in the lower half-plane, while not symmetric about left and right plane (braking/accel-
eration). When the driver interpreted acceleration demand (aDIx , a
DI
y ) is located in the
area including point D or G, the MPR accelerations are expressed as:
arefy = a
DI
y ;
arefx = sign(a
DI
x ) ·
√
(µg)2 − (arefy )2
(3.6)
And if the input demand is located in the area including point E or F , then the MPR-
moderated output is defined by:
arefy =
(µg)2
aDIy
;
arefx = −
√
(µg)2 − (arefy )2
(3.7)
We will however revert to using (x, y) notation for reference signals in vehicle coordi-
nates. Since wheel steering angle and braking/traction force of each wheel can be fully
independently controlled, we expect the vehicle can achieve a desirable performance by
manipulating torque and steering angle of each wheel, hence tracking the desired values
generated from control allocation. Here, the vehicle sideslip target is assuming set to
zero: βref = 0. Then the reference vehicle dynamic states are given by:
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vrefx = vx +
∫
arefx dt
rref =
arefy
vrefx
(3.8)
Note that, the rref denotes the reference yaw rate in this driving situation, which will be
used for the calculation of desired yaw moment as described in Equation 2.29 in section
2.2.3. This reference will also be employed in the next chapter for the validation of
R-PPR/R-MPR.
3.3 Simulation results and analysis
As mentioned, we consider the control of a four wheel independent drive/brake/steer
(4WIDBS) electric vehicle with a hierarchical control architecture that includes mod-
eration and allocation, as summarized in Figure 2.1 in chapter 2. Including driver
interpreter and control moderator, MPR translates driver demands into a desired accel-
eration vector. Then the required vehicle-level control efforts can be obtained via the
vehicle reference model with the actual vehicle running parameters. This is important
so that force allocation is guaranteed to be feasible. The desired lateral and longitudinal
tire forces in this case for each tire can be optimally distributed by the control allocation
(CA) algorithm with the consideration of tire friction limits and other constraints. As
stated above, an inverse tire model transforms the desired longitudinal/lateral forces
of each tire to the corresponding tire slip ratio and slip angle. Then for the actuator
control inputs, which are tire braking/acceleration torques and steering angles can be
finally calculated through the analytical inverse tire model. The resulting vehicle states
are then fed back to the high-level controller to close the loop.
Previous simulation results have suggested reasonable vehicle performance of MPR s-
trategy with responses of step steer with constant reference longitudinal acceleration and
slowly increasing steer maneuver [78]. To further validate the vehicle-driver interaction
performance with proposed control implementation, a driver model is introduced firstly
in this chapter, and then the high-fidelity full-scale driving simulator and human drivers
are also employed to investigate how drivers interact with MPR-based control in chapter
6.
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3.3.1 Driver model
The driver model includes both speed and steering control, and outputs three command
signals: acceleration (drive command), braking (brake command), and steering (steering
wheel angle in rad). The acceleration and braking commands are in nominal unit ms−2
of vehicle acceleration, corresponding to the total drive or brake torque. Note that, by
considering the vehicle capability more than driving flexibility, the combined control of
longitudinal and lateral dynamic is neglected by assuming that the driver’s task is only
to track the given speed and path [79]. The design target of driver model is not to fully
reflect the human driver behavior, but instead to operate and test the proposed control
algorithm.
3.3.1.1 Speed control
The speed controller is set to track a reference speed with a simple feedback PID con-
troller, and then the drive and brake command signals are converted from command
acceleration to equivalent drive/brake torques. The tracking error between the current
vehicle speed and reference speed is considered as the inputs of PID controller as shown
in Figure 3.4. PID gains are set based on the desired accuracy and of speed tracking
performance, for an off-line simulation, the parameter can be optimally tuned via the
MATLAB PID function. The additional parameters including upper and lower satura-
tion limits need to be tuned via considering the coupled problem between a reasonable
reference speed and path tracking performance.
Figure 3.4: PID control diagram
3.3.1.2 Steering control
Here we use an optimal preview acceleration (OPA) driver model proposed in [80].
As shown in the schematic representation (Figure 3.5), the driver model predicts the
vehicle’s future position at the preview point by assuming that the vehicle proceeds with
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Figure 3.5: Schematic of OPA driver model
the current velocity at the current heading angle. Thus, the predicted lateral error ε is
obtained by:
ε = ey(t+ Tp)− y(t)− TpVy(t) (3.9)
where Tp is the preview time, ey(t + Tp) is the desired path after Tp, y is the lateral
offset of vehicle mass center and Vy is the lateral velocity.
Figure 3.6: OPA driver model
Figure 3.6 shows the block diagram of this single-point preview model. Based on the
driver model’s anticipation of the vehicle response information that is the same linear
response of the traditional bicycle model, a steering input that would generate the
optimal lateral acceleration aopty = 2ε/T 2p which is to minimise the lateral error [3]. The
optimal steering wheel angle δoptSW is given by Equation 3.10, where the Gay denotes the
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steady-state steering gain, defined by Equation 3.11:
δoptSW =
2iSW ε
GayT 2p
(3.10)
Gay ≡ r˙
δf
· vx = v
2
x/L
1 +Ksv2x
(3.11)
where the iSW denotes the steering ratio, and Ks is defined as the understeer gradient,
by Ks =
m
L2
( l1Cαr − l2Cαf ).
Considering the physical limits of driver, the applied steering wheel angle δSW follows
from a first-order lead-lag element with a pure time-delay, given by:
δSW = (1 + TCs)
e−TDs
1 + TNs
δoptSW (3.12)
where TD is the driver brain response delay, TN is the driver action delay; TC is the
driver correction time, with TC < TD. The term 1+TCs denotes the driver’s anticipation
of the vehicle response information.
The OPA driver model can predict the driver’s manoeuvre with reasonable accuracy as
verified in [80] [81].
3.3.2 Simulation validation
As the MPR is designed to mitigate the understeer while preserving the control inter-
action of the driver, it can be expected that combining MPR with driver model should
approximate to the PPR performance in understeer mitigation and respond to the driver
model inputs. Note that, previous simulation tests [37] [38] and real-vehicle experimen-
tal tests [82] showed that four-wheel braking vehicle with PPR control strategy can
achieve a much better performance in understeer mitigation than a conventional form
of electronic stability controller (ESC). As an extended version of PPR, the MPR is val-
idated via the overspeed cornering condition in comparison with PPR in this chapter.
Using vehicle dynamic simulation software CarSim, combined with the above proposed
hierarchical control structure which implemented in Matlab/Simulink, close-loop test
(overspeed cornering condition) are simulated for the validation of the proposed control
method. Particularly, the CA method based on pseudo-inverse matrix which will be
described in section 5.1.1 is employed in this simulation. Note that with the CA method
of CQP (introduced in section 2.3.1), the simulation results would be similar since the
CA requirement are met. The vehicle parameters used in CarSim are listed in Appendix
A.
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In this simulation, the driving scenario consist of a straight-line tangent connected to
a constant-radius curved road, and the overspeed cornering test are carried out at the
initial speed of 140km/h under road condition of µ = 1.0 and R = 100m. The MPR
control strategy is implemented with the step-steer inputs and driver model inputs sep-
arately. The magnitude of the step-steer is set as 27.8◦ from δh = KDIiwL based on the
Equation 2.16 in section 2.2.2. It can be expected that, the MPR test with step-steer
inputs will not take account of the changing viewpoint of the driver, while MPR test
with driver model can show interactive effect between vehicle running performance and
driver inputs.
(a) Vehicle motion performance (b) MPR steering angle inputs
(c) Vehicle velocity comparison
Figure 3.7: Vehicle motion performance with MPR
As shown in the Figure 3.7, the comparison of PPR performance and MPR performances
with step steer and driver model inputs validate the feasibility of proposed control struc-
ture. The path performance of MPR is close to PPR at the beginning of simulation, but
becomes worse in the latter half. The maximum path deviation of PPR performance is
about 14.1m with a stable velocity of 59km/h; the maximum path deviation of MPR
performance with step steer inputs is about 16.3m with a stable velocity of 68km/h; the
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maximum path deviation of MPR performance with driver model inputs is about 22.1m
with a stable velocity of 53km/h. Specifically, the path off-tracking performance of PPR
is the best, because it controls the vehicle motion based on an optimal particle motion
to achieve the minimum path off-tracking distance, which is in agreement with the PPR
strategy of globally minimizing the lateral path deviation of vehicle motion [50][38].
PPR is a fully autonomous controller based on optimal understeer mitigation control,
however MPR is a sub-optimal control strategy where the optimization process is based
only on the driver inputs. As shown in Figure 3.7, the MPR with step-steer inputs
can achieve a better path deviation performance than with driver model inputs, which
is due to a faster response of steering angle inputs of step-steer. According to the
design concept of MPR, larger vehicle deceleration will result from faster steering angle
response. To be specific, during the 0− 1 second time period of simulation, MPR with
the driver model does not make the vehicle slow down quickly because of the smaller
steering angle inputs, which demonstrate that the faster/larger steering angle inputs
lead to faster/larger vehicle deceleration. This phenomenon is in good consistency with
the mapping method of MPR which is described in section 3.2.2. Then during the 1− 2
second time period, the steering angle of driver model become larger, which results in a
sharper speed reduction. During the 2− 5 second time period, the driver model roughly
follows a ramp input, but the speed reduction is not corresponding with the increasing
of steering angle inputs, because aDI reaches the friction circle at the lower speeds. The
stable velocity of MPR with driver model inputs is lower than with step steer inputs,
which is also due to the faster longitudinal deceleration response of step steer inputs.
Hence, the first second of the MPR control system is more critical. The real human
driver’s steering reactions and driving performance will be further presented in Chapter
6.
Note that, the reason PPR can perform much better in vehicle motion performance is
because the proposed driver model is not designed to achieve a global minimum path
off-tracking distance. The vehicle motion performance is only relevant up to the point
of maximum off-tracking. Apart from the ideal particle, no simulation recovers to the
ideal path at a tangent. In reality the driver will adopt a different strategy to recover
the target path.
Note that, the particle performance (red dash dotted line) is slightly better than the PPR
performance (blue full line) as expected, due to the inclusion of yaw dynamics via the
vehicle dynamic model. Although ignoring the coupled problem with longitudinal and
lateral forces in vehicle model, the additional yaw degree of freedom has a large influence
for the CA process. Particularly, in this case, the desired vehicle yaw moment obtained
from SMC (introduced in section 2.2.3) will become an additional CA target which will
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effect the tracking of desired vehicle mass-center longitudinal and lateral forces, then as
a consequence it will influence the stability performance as shown in Figure 3.8.
(a) Vehicle acceleration performance (b) Vehicle stability performance
Figure 3.8: Vehicle dynamic performance with MPR
From the velocity comparison in Figure 3.7, the MPR strategy reduces the longitudinal
velocity in a systematic way maintaining driver in the control loop, and between M-
PR control strategy with step-steer input and driver model demonstrate that the driver
steering inputs indeed effect the mass-center longitudinal and lateral accelerations in
Figure 3.8. The vehicle stability performance seem to be quite close, with a relatively
larger side-slip angle coming from the driver model. In addition, although with PPR
strategy the vehicle tends to achieve a minimum path off-tracking performance while
ignoring and overriding the driver inputs, with MPR the vehicle can maintain maneu-
verability and flexibility from the driver. Note that a very simple path follower driver
model has been used in this. Driving response to emergency condition and learning of
the driver to adapt to MPR is not yet tested.
(a) Desired longitudinal tire forces from CA (b) Desired lateral tire forces from CA
Figure 3.9: Vehicle actuator performance with MPR
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(a) CA error of vehicle-level forces (b) CA error of vehicle yaw moment
Figure 3.10: CA performance with MPR
Note that, the control allocation algorithm of section 5.1.1 was used to generate these
results. It is found from Figure 3.12 that this CA method can guarantee a desired
CA performance (approximate to zero CA errors ‖ Bu − V ‖2). Hence, through these
results obtained by far, it demonstrate that the proposed CA method can well track the
desired vehicle mass center target forces, and can satisfyingly be implemented in this
limit control situations.
3.3.3 Actuator control
Note that, as the hierarchical control structure shown in Figure 2.1 in Chapter 2, the
vehicle actuators control variables (individual tire steering angles δij and wheel torques
Twij) should be the final results of the control inputs to the vehicle actuators (CarSim
model in the simulations). Hence, the low-level controller should also be implemented
into the hierarchical controller.
In section 2.4, the low level controller was described using sliding mode control. This
standard approach was found to give errors in the case where the tyre model is not
accurate. For the tracking of desired longitudinal force, assuming the rotational dynamic
equilibrium in this driving situation, we employ a simple wheel model obtained from
Equation 2.43 as: Twij = FxijR, and then input the obtained wheel torques to the
CarSim model (including tire model). The tracking results can be found in Figure 3.11,
which demonstrate that, even with this simple wheel model, the obtained wheel torque
can well track the desired longitudinal forces with acceptable tracking errors.
Then for the calculation of desired sideslip angle, an analytical inverse tire model which
is implemented via a look-up table obtained from CarSim is employed firstly. Note
that the interaction between the tire slip variables (κij , αij) is not considered for this
look-up table obtained from the CarSim. The final results of wheel steering angles,
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which are calculated through the Equation 2.44 based on the results of tire sideslip
angles αij obtained from the analytical inverse tire model, are considered as the inputs
of CarSim model (including tire model). The tracking performance of desired lateral
forces is shown in Figure 3.11. Note that, in this close-loop control simulation, the
actual performance of vehicle lateral tire forces (vehicle running state) will influence the
calculation of desired lateral tire forces (via control allocation). It can be found that,
without considering the interaction between the tire slip variables (κij , αij), the tracking
performance is totally unacceptable. Because in this combined longitudinal and lateral
tire forces interacting situation, the longitudinal tire forces (tire slip angle) is making a
significant effect on the relationship between the lateral tire forces and its corresponding
tire sideslip angles. Hence, it is unreliable to directly implement the tire model inversion
via a simplified look-up table.
(a) Longitudinal tire forces tracking performance
(b) Lateral tire forces tracking performance
Figure 3.11: Vehicle actuator tracking performance via 3-D look-up table
Then we employ the combined tire model inversion as Equation 2.40 in section 2.4 for
the calculation of wheel steering angles. The obtained steering angles and tracking result
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are shown in Figure 3.12. It is found that, with the combined tire model inversion, the
obtained wheel steering angles as the control inputs of CarSim model (including tire
model) can well track the desired lateral tire forces. Hence, for the latter simulation
tests via CarSim, this proposed low-level controller can be reliably implemented into the
hierarchical control structure.
(a) Inputs of wheel steering angles
(b) Lateral tire forces tracking performance
Figure 3.12: Lateral force tracking performance via combined tire model inversion
The longitudinal and lateral tire forces results obtained from the CA and the CA per-
formance demonstrate the effectiveness of CA process, the distribution of tire force are
reasonable and achievable for the low-level controller to track. The low-level controller
proposed can also satisfy its control target with acceptable tracking errors in compar-
isons with other published low-level controllers. Overall, from the simulation results, the
proposed methods effectively close the hierarchical control loop and realize the proposed
particle reference based control strategy.
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3.4 Summary
This chapter has proposed a systematic method for moderating driver or system demands
so that an integrated chassis and driveline control system can operate in a predictable
manner within available friction constraints. A chassis/driveline control system is con-
sidered, based on control allocation and a particle reference model. The methodology
is applied to a highly actuated vehicle: individual four-wheel steering and independent
driveline/braking torque, however, based on imposing actuator constraints and uncon-
trolled axle sets, the conclusions appear general, provided the over-actuated condition
is met. Demands from a driver interpreter are fed into the new moderator, based on the
dynamics of a friction-limited particle, the result being a moderated particle reference
(MPR). MPR is derived from a previously published Parabolic Particle Reference (P-
PR), based on optimal control theory. The moderated particle reference (MPR) model
has been proposed to ensure predictable and stable operation near the friction limits,
maintaining controllability for curvature and speed tracking.
Evaluation of the overall system is accomplished by simulation testing with a driver
model under vehicle over-speed cornering conditions. The results demonstrate that the
vehicle with MPR can achieve some of the performance benefits obtained by the fully
autonomous controller with PPR for road departure mitigation. The MPR strategy
effectively limits demands on the vehicle while preserving the control interaction of
the driver, which is in contrast to the simple yaw rate based controller, like electronic
stability control (ESC). The comparison between the ESC and particle reference based
control strategy will be discussed in next chapter, it will be found that the particle
reference based control strategy (even with rollover limits in next chapter) can perform
much better than the ESC. The moderator also ensures that reference demands are
feasible, and from the results obtained, it is expected that tire model inversion and
control allocation (CA) can be precisely implemented. To show these results from the
high-level controller, it was necessary to include CA in the lower levels for simulation.
These methods will be considered in detail in Chapter 5. In the next chapter, the rollover
aspect of MPR will be analyzed.
Chapter 4
Moderated Particle Reference
including rollover limits
This chapter proposes a combined approach to active rollover prevention and road depar-
ture mitigation, incorporating estimation of the vehicle running parameter and driver’s
intended path. The understeer mitigation performance with rollover constraint and driv-
er inputs are to be taken into consideration and driver intent prediction is applied via a
mediator (to combine with the autonomous function). In the previous chapter we used
PPR to map demands into the feasible control space of the vehicle (G-G diagram), for
high mass centre vehicles the lateral acceleration is further constrained by the rollover
limit, in this case the mapping should be modified to exclude such cases but in a way
that continues to keep the driver in the control loop. Hence, this control approach con-
siders rollover prevention as a constraint rather than the final control objective; rather,
an intended path is inferred and the control objective is to minimize the lateral devia-
tion from that path. As with PPR, speed is progressively reduced as part of the control
strategy, based on the PPR optimal speed profile. The overall control objective is to find
out a suitable control reference for rollover prevention and road departure mitigation,
in addition with the moderated approach based on the optimal performance while pre-
serving the responsiveness of the vehicle to driver commands, even when friction limits
are exceeded (according to a linear bicycle reference). The rollover problem including
tripped rollover and un-tripped rollover are analysed separately. To verify feasibility and
performance of this control strategy, results of fully autonomous and driver-in-the-loop
simulations with step-steer and ramp inputs are presented.
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4.1 Background
By far the deadliest risk facing SUV, minivan, and truck occupants is a rollover acci-
dent. According to NHTSA (National Highway Traffic Safety Administration), more
than 280,000 rollover accidents are reported each year, claiming more than 10,000 lives
annually. Research focus on active chassis control for rollover prevention has made
remarkable progress in recent years. There are many factors that could cause the vehi-
cles rollover, which can be divided into two categories, tripped rollover and un-tripped
rollover [83][84][85]. The tripped rollover mainly refers to the generation of lateral side
slip when the vehicle collides sideways with an obstacle on the road surface such as a curb
or guardrail. The high tripping force applied to the tires in these situations can cause
the vehicle to roll over. NHTSA data show that 95 percent of single-vehicle rollovers
are tripped. And the un-tripped rollover mainly refers to the rollover caused by the
vertical load transfer when the vertical tire force of inside wheels are reaching to zero
because the lateral acceleration of vehicle body has exceeded a certain limit(including
a lateral ramp). As discussed in Chapter 3, research focus on active chassis control for
understeer mitigation has made remarkable progress in recent years. Understeer mit-
igation through direct yaw moment control is now a standard function of ESC. More
recently, paper [37] formulated the problem of combined speed and directional control
to minimize off-tracking when the curve entry speed is too high, or equivalently the tire-
road friction is too low. The presented parabolic path reference (PPR) strategy showed
a fundamental result to solve this problem. The moderated particle reference (MPR)
control method has been introduced in last chapter. Demands from driver interpreter
are fed into the moderator.
However, untripped rollover accidents for high CoG vehicle [86][87], caused by high
speeds and road curvature [88], have not been considered in PPR or MPR control so
far. Considerable research has focused on active anti-roll systems for high CoG vehicles
[89][90][91][92]. For example, paper [93] used a Time-to-Rollover (TTR) metric to design
a warning and control system for SUVs; paper [94] presented a nonlinear control strategy
which guarantees asymptotic tracking of a yaw rate reference, while bounding the roll
angle for rollover prevention. In paper [95], the authors proposed a differential braking
control method and [96] proposed an active front steering (AFS) system for rollover
prevention. A common theme for these methods of rollover prevention is a discrete,
switched, intervention from the system, largely overriding the driver. Therefore there is
a limitation in terms of keeping the driver in-the-loop.
As a short summary, the un-tripped rollover is not the only factor of rollover accidents.
The generation of lateral side slip when the vehicle collides sideways with the obstacle
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on the road surface such as a curb or guardrail and collides with the coming vehicle in
the sideward lane as shown in Figure 4.1 have to be taken into consideration.
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(a) Tripped rollover caused by road departure
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(b) Collision caused by road departure
Figure 4.1: Road departure accidents
4.2 Rollover prevention
The ‘optimal inspired’ control reference, based on an optimal particle taking both the
understeer mitigation and rollover constraint into consideration is firstly presented in
this chapter. This control method is designed for achieving a minimum road departure
performance while preventing rollover. A control mediator is introduced to take account
of both road (and potentially traffic) constraints, plus driver intentions. As shown in
Figure 4.2, the mediator operates as a mapping in the vehicle G-G diagram. Inputs
to the mediator are target accelerations obtained from the Rollover Prevention System
aRPS as well as from the driver interpreter aDI . Hence, there exist a difference between
the mediator in this chapter and the moderator in last chapter for the MPR, the me-
diator takes two inputs and includes the moderation part and the rollover prevention
constraint for limiting the mapping process. The output reference aref is for braking
control allocation, providing a continuously updating safety margin. Then through the
control allocator, the feasible individual tire forces can be obtained as the actuator
control reference for actuator regulation to track. This control method is designed for
maintaining drivability in the critical vehicle over-speed curving situation and in the
meantime taking safety (via understeer mitigation and rollover prevention) into consid-
eration. The acceleration reference from the rollover prevention system aRPS is taken
as a constraint for control allocation in this chapter. The acceleration reference from
driver aDI can be calculated from the steering wheel angle and current vehicle velocity.
The main theme of this chapter is to develop both a fully autonomous control method
and systematic control mediation method from the aRPS and aDI to control reference.
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Figure 4.2: Summary of the control structure
4.2.1 4-DoF vehicle model
In this part, we define a 4-DoF vehicle model as a rollover reference when considering the
high CoG vehicle ‘untripped’ rollover situation [97]. In this model, the main parameters
should be matched with the real vehicle. In this we added a roll degree of freedom (with
the vehicle roll dynamic model shown in Figure 4.4) into the normal 3-DoF vehicle model
shown in Figure 4.3 which has been introduced in Chapter 2.
Figure 4.3: 3-DoF vehicle dynamic model
m(ax − vyr) +mserφ˙ = Fxij cos δij − Fyij sin δij (4.1)
m(ay + vxr)−mseφ¨ = Fxij sin δij + Fyij cos δij (4.2)
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Figure 4.4: Vehicle roll dynamic model
Iz r˙ =
∑
[(−1)jdFxij − (−1)iliFyij ] (4.3)
Ixeqφ¨−msgesinφ = msayecosφ− Cφφ˙−Kφφ (4.4)
In Equation 4.4, the rotational inertia of sprung mass around X axis Ixeq is described
as:
Ixeq = Ix +mse
2 (4.5)
In Figure 1.4, ψ˙ = r. Then we can obtain:
x˙ = vxcosψ − vysinψ
y˙ = vxsinψ + vycosψ
(4.6)
The accelerations can be described as:
ax = v˙x − vyr
ay = v˙y + vxr
(4.7)
where ms denotes vehicle sprung mass, ax and ay denote the longitudinal and lateral
acceleration, e denotes the distance from vehicle roll center to mass center, φ denotes the
roll angle, r denotes the vehicle yaw rate, l1 and l2 denote the distance from vehicle mass
center to front axle and rear axle, Cφ denotes the roll damping coefficient and Kφ denotes
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the effective roll stiffness. The vertical load on each tire Fz∗∗ is not a constant because
of the vehicle’s dynamics weight transfer caused by longitudinal and lateral acceleration.
Separately, the longitudinal acceleration affects the vertical loading between front Fzf∗
and rear tires Fzr∗, and the lateral acceleration influences the vertical loading between
left side Fz∗l and right side tires Fz∗r. Hence, the dynamic vertical load can be modeled
as:
Fzfl =
l2
2L
mg − hcg
2L
msax − Cφφ˙+Kφφ
2b
Fzfr =
l2
2L
mg − hcg
2L
msax +
Cφφ˙+Kφφ
2b
Fzrl =
l1
2L
mg +
hcg
2L
msax − Cφφ˙+Kφφ
2b
Fzrl =
l1
2L
mg +
hcg
2L
msax +
Cφφ˙+Kφφ
2b
(4.8)
4.2.2 Effective roll stiffness identification
Initial simulations indicated that the parameter identification based on fixed constant of
effective roll stiffness Kφ is imprecise. This is most likely due to the nonlinear suspension
properties. To further improve model accuracy, the parameter of effective roll stiffness
for steady state vehicle cornering under different speed and steering angle inputs was
identified via CarSim and Matlab/Simulink which was employed to control a set of test
runs of the CarSim model.
In this part, we considered the vehicle speed between 30km/h-120km/h, the steering
wheel angle between±240◦. And we take every 5km/h and 10◦ as the simulation interval.
With the CarSim simulation results and vehicle state equation shown above, we can
identify the vehicle parameter of effective roll stiffness based on model matching with
the vehicle running data in these simulation conditions. Thus a look-up table based on
parameter identification for Kφ has been obtained for the controller design as shown in
Figure 4.5. The validation of the proposed vehicle model with fitting parameter can be
seen in Figure 4.7 [97].
In order to verify the reliability of the 4-DoF vehicle model in Simulink, we made a
comparison to the step-steer response between CarSim and the mathematical model.
We considered the vehicle velocity as 55km/h and the ramp steering angle to 90◦ shown
in Figure 4.6.
The comparison results shown in Figure 4.7 demonstrated that with the identification
of effective roll stiffness, the built 4-DoF vehicle model can correctly reflect the lateral
acceleration and roll angle of the vehicle during experiments.
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Figure 4.5: Effective roll stiffness identification
Figure 4.6: Steering angle input
(a) Lateral acceleration comparison (b) Roll angle comparison
Figure 4.7: Comparison with the mathematical model
4.2.3 Lateral acceleration constraint
For this new control approach presented in this chapter, we require a lateral tire force
constraint for the control allocation. This constraint puts a limitation on the vehicle
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lateral acceleration in order to prevent untripped rollover. In the meantime, this con-
straint needs to satisfy the requirement for limit handling situation, in other words, it
should maximally approach the actual value.
Lateral-load Transfer Ratio (LTR) [98] is a parameter to describe the change of vertical
tire load which is widely used in the identification of vehicle rollover. LTR is defined as:
LTR =
Fzl − Fzr
Fzl + Fzr
∈ [−1, 1] (4.9)
where Fzl denotes the total left vertical tire forces and Fzr denotes the total right vertical
tire forces. LTR ranges from -1 to 1, and when either right or left side of tires lifts off
the ground, the LTR value can be -1 or 1. As the LTR of vehicle can not be determined
directly from sensors, an equivalent transformation can be obtained from the vehicle roll
dynamic equilibrium equation as shown in Figure 4.4: :
ΣMxi = Fzl
b
2
+msayecosφ+msgesinφ− Fzr b
2
= 0 (4.10)
Then from equation 4.9 and 4.10, the expression of LTR can be obtained as:
LTR =
−2ms(ayecosφ+ gesinφ)
mgb
(4.11)
The analysis can be proceeded based on Equation 4.4,
Ixeqφ¨+ Cφφ˙+ [Kφ −msge]φ = msaye (4.12)
By taking the Laplace transformation of Equation 4.12 and assuming zero initial con-
ditions, a transfer function for the lateral acceleration and roll angle can be obtained
as:
Groll(s) =
φ(s)
ay(s)
=
mse
s2Ixeq + sCφ + (Kφ −msge) (4.13)
Then the corresponding impulse response groll(t) can be obtained via the Inverse Laplace
transform of Groll(s) as:
groll(t) = L
−1(Groll(s)) (4.14)
Then the roll angle of φ(t) is given by:
φ(t) =
∫ ∞
0
ay(t− τ)groll(τ)dτ
≤ ‖ ay ‖
∫ ∞
0
| groll(τ) | dτ
(4.15)
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If the maximum allowable roll angle is given by φmax, and
∫∞
0 | groll(τ) | dτ =‖ Groll ‖L,
then the following inequality can be obtained as:
‖ ay ‖≤ φmax‖ Groll ‖L (4.16)
Depending on the choice of φmax , this method will provide a lower lateral acceleration
limit than the static limits provided in other publications [94].
The other way to find the lateral acceleration limit is based on the assumption of small
roll angle: from Equation 4.11, we assume the roll angle is small, so ecosφ = e and
esinφ = eφ ≈ 0; then the simplified LTR can be described as:
LTR =
−2msaye
mgb
(4.17)
With this simplifying assumption we can just consider lateral acceleration as the only
effect variable. If the maximum allowable LTR is given by Rt, then we can obtain that:
‖ ay ‖≤ Rtmgb
2mse
(4.18)
Then the lateral acceleration limit a∗y can be obtained as:
a∗y =
Rtmgb
2mse
(4.19)
It has been widely known that the LTR threshold Rt relates to steady-state handling
and it depends on vehicle speed and steering angle. Hence, the identification of LTR
threshold Rt is required based on the known vehicle parameters. After extensive Car-
Sim simulation experiments (the vehicle parameters can be found in Appendix A), we
obtained a 3-D look-up table shown in Figure 4.8.
Based on the identification results of Figure 4.8, to guarantee the safety in this critical
situation, we set a minimum value of LTR threshold Rt which is Rt = 0.87 for this test
SUV. So far, the lateral force limitation as control constraint for un-tripped rollover
prevention can be theoretically obtained by equation 4.19.
Note that vehicles in real world often experiences rollover even with lateral acceleration
much lower than the value computed by equation 4.19. The above equation is based
on the simplification of small roll angle assumption, and the value is a result of steady-
state analysis and does not take dynamics of factors (transient dynamics is the main
point here) such as suspension compliance or tire deformation into account. However, it
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Figure 4.8: LTR threshold identification
should serve as a reasonable index of the lateral acceleration upper limit and in practice
can include a safety factor at which a catastrophic situation could occur [99].
To further explore the lateral acceleration limit for this test SUV, the simulation test with
different lateral accelerations was complemented using CarSim and Matlab/Simulink
which was employed to control a set of test runs of the CarSim model. In this simulation,
the test is conducted with a steady-state cornering scenario, with a constant vehicle
speed as 120km/h, and a constant steering wheel angle between ±240◦, the road friction
coefficient is µ = 0.5. We take every 0.005g as the simulation interval. As the example
CarSim simulation results shown in Figure 4.9, when the lateral acceleration stays below
0.4g, the vehicle can run safely, and if the lateral acceleration increase to 0.405g, the
vehicle rollover occurs.
Hence, for this particular SUV, we set the lateral acceleration limit as 0.4g for the
following simulation tests.
4.3 Modified mapping of synthetic acceleration in G-G di-
agram
Based on aforementioned driving scenario in chapter 3, it was assumed that the road ge-
ometry consists of a straight-line segment joined to a circular arc of constant curvature,
and that a PPR intervention takes place at the curve entry point. The optimal control
problem for minimizing the maximum off-tracking from the circular reference trajectory
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(a) lateral acceleration performance (b) Roll angle performance
Figure 4.9: Simulation validation of lateral acceleration constraint
was thereby established. The moderated particle reference (MPR) strategy is a simplifi-
cation and generalization of PPR which is designed to minimize the maximum distance
of off-tracking while preserving the driver maneuverability. Different from a step-steer
input (PPR), MPR is intended to operate across a wide range of driving conditions.
Derived from the basic idea of PPR and MPR, considering the lateral acceleration lim-
its obtained from last chapter, we redesign the particle reference model based on the
modified limitations.
4.3.1 PPR including rollover limits
The motivation for the particle representation is to be able to analytically derive an
optimal strategy for recovery from terminal understeer while considering the rollover
limitation.
In PPR, it is considered as the problem of a vehicle overshooting a reference trajectory
(as shown in Figure 4.10) owing to friction limits, a situation referred to as terminal
understeer. In order to minimize the effects of a deviation from the desired trajectory, the
recovery task was formulated as an optimal control problem. In the global coordinate,
the vehicle particle motion can be obtained by the acceleration vector ad = −µg(cosθi+
cosθj) and initial vehicle velocity v0 as [38]:
x = R+ v0sinαt− 1
2
µgcosθt2
y = v0cosαt− 1
2
µgsinθt2
(4.20)
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Figure 4.10: PPR/R-PPR calculation diagram. The maximum off-tracking εmax
occurs when the velocity vector vT is parallel to the reference path direction
From the curvature shown in Figure 4.10, and the lateral acceleration limit a∗y (in vehicle
coordinate), the corresponding maximum achievable speed can be determined as:
vlim =
√
a∗y
R
(4.21)
In the case of excessive initial speed, v0 > vlim, the actual vehicle trajectory will deviate
from the reference trajectory. Thus with initial conditions:
xc(0) = R; yc(0) = 0; x˙c(0) = 0; y˙c(0) = v0 (4.22)
the optimal control problem is to minimize:
J = x2c(T ) + y
2
c (T ) (4.23)
subject to the following condition at t = T :
xc(T )x˙c(T ) + yc(T )y˙c(T ) = 0 (4.24)
i.e. the velocity vector is perpendicular to the radial vector from the center of the circle
at the final time.
Taking consideration of rollover constraint a∗y in vehicle coordinate, we solve this problem
via optimization tool, it is found that the optimal control input (F vx (t), F
v
Y (t)) minimizing
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the road departure J is proved to be constant as (this optimization is based on the
previous paper [100] and the off-line optimization tool JModelica with the optimization
target of minimizing the road departure):
F vX(t) ≡
√
(µFZ)2 − (ma∗y)2
F vY (t) ≡ ma∗y
(4.25)
Hence the representation of extended PPR with rollover constraint, named as R-PPR,
in the G−G diagram can be shown as Figure 4.11, the point C ′ represent the optimal
inputs as equation 4.25; and the point P ′ represent the optimal inputs obtained from
PPR, according to the road conditions µ, R and vehicle initial velocity v0, from the
previously published PPR theory [50][37][38], we can obtain that: arefy =
(µg)2R
v20
. Hence,
if the a∗y ≥ arefy , then the ideal inputs are as before:
arefy =
(µg)2R
v20
arefx =
√
(µg)2 − (arefy )2
(4.26)
if the a∗y ≤ arefy , then the constraint is imposed to give:
arefy = a
∗
y
arefx =
√
(µg)2 − (arefy )2
(4.27)
4.3.2 MPR including rollover limits
The problem with equation 4.27 is that it does not respond to driver action. Taking
the driver interaction into consideration, as an extension of R-PPR, a new concept
is generated derived from the idea of MPR: Rollover limits based-Moderated Particle
Reference (R-MPR).
As the driver interpreter (DI) including both longitudinal and lateral control described
in section 2.2.2, input variables for R-MPR are also the current vehicle longitudinal
acceleration demand and steering wheel angle, together with vehicle speed and a current
estimate of tire/road friction. As an extension of R-PPR, considering rollover prevention
as R-MPR, the reference acceleration is mapped to a new G-G diagram in a way that
also respects the rollover prevention constraint. Based on the above lateral acceleration
constraint, we can redesign the G-G diagram and mapping method from DI to control
reference as a control mediation approach.
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(a) R-PPR (b) R-MPR
Figure 4.11: Friction circle interpretation of particle reference with rollover constraint
In Figure 4.11, the red line shows the lateral acceleration constraint a∗y, the arrows
showing the proposed mapping method from driver interpreter to control reference.
Based on the MPR mapping method mentioned in last chapter, the mapping from point
M to M ′ is the most typical mapping method of MPR which is firstly horizontal mapping
to the Y-axis, and then tangential mapping to the circle at point M ′. But when the
lateral demand from DI is lower than point B, we propose to retain angle θ obtained
from equation 4.28 for the mapping to the limitary friction circle, as AA′. That is to
say, the mapping lines are parallel to the mapping line from point B to C ′ if the lateral
accelerations from driver interpreter are less than point B. The mapping angle θ from
the DI to lateral acceleration limit line can be obtained by:
sinθ =
a∗y
µg
(4.28)
Taking point A as an example, at this point the lateral acceleration demand is aDIay .
Then we can obtain:
arefx =
aDIay − a∗y
tanθ
(4.29)
Using the θ from equation 4.28, we can obtain the arefx for longitudinal control reference.
Besides, if the lateral demand from DI is larger than point B, then we still use the
previous MPR mapping method, as the mapping results will not exceed the lateral
acceleration limit line. The value of point B can be obtained via:
aBy =
(µg)2
a∗y
(4.30)
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As a short summary, there comes out two mapping methods: i) the arrow from B to C ′
represents a fully autonomous way which the vehicle reference acceleration always fall
to the point C ′; ii) the arrow from A to A′ represents the proposed driver-in-the-loop
approach, the point will fall to the lateral acceleration limit line. Then the two mapping
method establish the theoretical basis for the design of whole control strategy in following
section. In this chapter, aforementioned different moderation approaches are compared
and analyzed in detailed. For the particle model, the motion performances of i) can
be obtained directly since the lateral and longitudinal acceleration are constant. For
the motion performance of ii), the unpredicted changing of lateral acceleration demands
bring great effects on the final performance.
4.4 Control strategies design
Here two specific scenarios are considered: (a) with sufficient lateral maneuvering room,
un-tripped rollover has minimal risk, and driver-adaptive control moderation is intro-
duced to keep driver fully in the control loop; (b) with limited lateral maneuvering room,
the risk of tripped rollover (or lane/road departure) is higher and an automated inter-
vention is required. Depending on road conditions and on driver actions, it is of course
possible that scenario (a) will transition into scenario (b).
As mentioned, the past several years has witnessed a great progress in Advanced Driv-
er Assistance System (ADAS) especially in the sensor technology such as radar, lidar,
camera and GPS. Based on this, in this chapter, we assume that the road geometry, real-
time vehicle position and traffic and road conditions are known for this control method.
Hence, based on the known information (road width and traffic) from outside envi-
ronment and initial vehicle velocity, we divide the control strategy into two sections for
scenario (a) and (b), one is a fully autonomous controller minimizing the maximum road
departure distance for scenario (b); another is a driving assistance controller preserving
driver maneuverability for scenario (a). In addition, both the two control strategies are
taking the un-tripped rollover prevention into consideration.
The design concept of R-PPR is to develop a fully autonomous controller which will
achieve the optimal road departure mitigation in an ‘optimal-inspired’ conditions; and
the R-MPR is to develop an ADAS controller to maintain driver operation into the
control process. Then based on the known available road conditions and subject vehicle
running parameters, the control strategy is presented as Figure 4.12:
As shown in Figure 4.12, the road departure particle model will select the control s-
trategy (fully autonomous or ADAS) based on the current vehicle running data and
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Figure 4.12: Control strategy
road information. That is, if there is sufficient distance for the road departure, then we
select the R-MPR control method as an ADAS to preserve driver maneuverability in
this critical situation, and if the allowed road departure distance is not sufficient enough
but can still satisfy the optimal control, then we select R-PPR as a fully autonomous
control method, furthermore, if the allowed road departure distance is even less, the
initial velocity is the only parameter which can be controlled, then we have to imple-
ment braking assistance control in advance before entering into the curve, which derived
from the Emergency Braking Assistance (EBA) System named as “Pre-rollover braking
assistance control” in this chapter, to guarantee the vehicle speed reducing to a safety
limitation. The conditional criterion of ‘sufficient distance’ and ‘available distance’ are
depending on the vehicle parameter and road conditions which can be estimated based
on the particle reference model and corresponding mapping method from Figure 4.11.
4.5 Simulation results and analysis
4.5.1 Step-steer inputs validation
Using vehicle dynamic simulation software CarSim, combined with the above proposed
hierarchical control structure (introduced in chapter 2) which implemented in Mat-
lab/Simulink, close-loop test (overspeed cornering condition) are simulated for the vali-
dation of the proposed control method. Particularly, the CA method based on pseudo-
inverse matrix which will be described in next chapter is employed in this simulation.
The vehicle parameters used in CarSim are listed in Appendix B.
As above, the driving scenario consist of a straight-line tangent connected to a constant-
radius curved road, and the overspeed cornering test with step-steer steering wheel angle
inputs are carried out at the initial speed of 120km/h under road condition of µ = 0.5
and R = 100m. The lateral acceleration limit is set to be the same as 0.4g (validated
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in section 4.2.3). As a comparison, we introduce a standard electronic stability control
(ESC) model, as most of the current rollover prevention systems are generally integrated
with the yaw stability control. The parametric ESC model comes from the CarSim
(version 2018a) with exactly the same steering inputs and driving conditions of the
particle reference based controller.
Figure 4.13: Vehicle motion performance comparison
Figure 4.14: Vehicle acceleration performance comparison
The simulation results demonstrate the vehicle performance with different controllers.
The motion performance comparison as shown in Figure 4.13 show that the vehicle can
perform much better in road departure mitigation with R-PPR and R-MPR than with
an ESC-based controller. The latter make more use of the tire forces to slow down as
shown in Figure 4.15, rather than utilizing lateral and longitudinal tire forces for yaw
moment control. Although it appears lower possibility for the rollover problem, with
smaller roll angle shown in the Figure 4.16, which also means it’s not taking full use
of the lateral acceleration limitation as shown in Figure 4.14. On the other hand, the
motion performance of proposed R-PPR and R-MPR are quite close in this situation, as
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Figure 4.15: Vehicle velocity performance comparison
Figure 4.16: Vehicle roll performance comparison
the dashed line representing the R-PPR and the solid line representing the R-MPR in
the Figure 4.13. From the velocity comparison (as shown in Figure 4.15), R-PPR and
R-MPR strategy reduces the longitudinal velocity in a systematic way while making full
use of the lateral acceleration limits. Further, the acceleration performances (as shown
in Figure 4.14) basically verified our control strategies: R-PPR will immediately keep
the vehicle in the stable state, and R-MPR will follow the driver intention and gradually
control the vehicle to a stable condition.
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(a) Longitudinal tire forces with R-PPR control (b) Lateral tire forces with R-PPR control
(c) Longitudinal tire forces with R-MPR control (d) Lateral tire forces with R-MPR control
Figure 4.17: Control allocation results with particle reference model
The longitudinal and lateral tire forces results obtained from the CA process shown in
Figure 4.17 demonstrate the effectiveness of CA process, the distribution of tire force
are reasonable and achievable for the low-level controller to track. In addition, the
individual tire forces shown in Figure 4.17 can well reflect and track the changes of
vehicle longitudinal and lateral accelerations shown in Figure 4.14. Note that, during
both the R-PPR and R-MPR simulation tests, the CA process performance operated
with nearly zero allocation error ‖ Bu−V ‖2 as the case with MPR, shown in Figure 3.12
in last chapter, which further verify that the proposed CA method can well implemented
in this control situation (tire force limiting condition).
4.5.2 Ramp inputs validation
To further validate the R-MPR control strategy can maintain driveability in these con-
ditions, we select two ramp steering angle inputs with different changing rates as the
control inputs for the simulation. The ramp inputs start exactly from the beginning,
the steering hand wheel changing rate is 40degree/s and 60degree/s separately and the
duration time of ramp inputs are 3 second.
As shown in the Figure 4.18, the vehicle performances are obviously influenced by the
control inputs. Specifically, more steering angle inputs, means more lateral acceleration
demands, reflect more braking efforts and less cornering efforts, which is in consistent
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(a) Motion performance comparison (b) Velocity comparison
(c) Acceleration comparison (d) Roll performance comparison
Figure 4.18: R-MPR simulation results with ramp steering inputs
with the control design concept. Besides, when the DI demands go below the lateral
acceleration limits, the vehicle can fully satisfy the driver’s demand, hence the vehicle
with more steering inputs can achieve a better cornering performance in latter phase
of simulation as shown in the motion performance comparison in Figure 4.18. As a
short summary, R-MPR strategy reduce the longitudinal velocity in a systematic way
maintaining driver in the control loop, and the velocity and acceleration comparison with
different steering changing rates demonstrate that the driver steering inputs indeed effect
the mass-center longitudinal and lateral forces. Hence, although with R-PPR strategy
the vehicle can always achieve a minimum path off-tracking performance considering
rollover prevention ignoring the driver inputs, with R-MPR the vehicle can maintain
maneuverability and flexibility from the driver. Note that these simulations have trig-
gered R-PPR using driver input (same as R-MPR) but ideally it should be triggered
autonomously based on the road geometry etc. This still fits in with the controller design
methology.
4.6 Summary
The problem is formulated as one of minimizing lateral deviation from the intended path
subject to friction and rollover limits. The presented control allocation and moderation
method are developed to apply to the rollover problem in such a way that speed is
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optimally reduced. Mediation provides a general approach to designing a cooperative
system, coordinating between the human driver and the onboard autonomous safety
system to reduce the sensitivity of vehicle response to any sudden or emergency driver
actions. Control actuator presents a novel solution for the vehicle center forces distribut-
ing into individual tire forces while considering the friction limits. Finally, the proposed
particle model with rollover constraint is integrated into a combined control strategy,
including a fully autonomous controller and ADAS controller.
This chapter presents a novel technique for transforming driver commands into chassis
control signals in the context of rollover prevention when a vehicle with a high mass
center is driven at high speed on a curved road. The problem is complicated by the
need to address issues such as un-tripped and tripped rollover, the trade-off between
path following and rollover prevention, and also need for a seamless transition between
keeping the driver in the control loop and allowing an electronic safety system to make
a fully autonomous intervention. One approach is to override the driver and deploy
fully autonomous braking based on the vehicle states and the road geometry. A second
approach uses a driver interpreter (DI) and control moderation to avoid excessive lateral
acceleration while keeping the driver fully in the control loop. The aim is to establish
best-case methods for autonomous and driver-adaptive interventions based on different
road conditions. After extended simulation testing, it demonstrate that the proposed
two approaches can be used synergetically and efficiently to solve this problem.
Chapter 5
Pseudo-inverse based control
allocation
CA determines how to distribute the required vehicle-level acceleration to the vehicle
actuators, and is adopted as a suitably flexible and powerful control technique to address
the challenges presented above, since it fits neatly into a general hierarchical control
architecture (see section 2.3). In addition, the braking/driving force control allocation
method can be integrated with the CA efficiency control, meaning that taking both the
optimization of J2 and J3 (see equation 2.33 in section 2.3.1) into consideration. As
discussed in Chapter 2, a common technique is the constrained quadratic programming
(CQP) [101][102], which is viable but may be less reliable near the friction limits because
of the inaccuracy of inverse tyre model. These issues are to be considered in detail in
this chapter.
Due to the high computational load, the CQP may not be able to provide satisfactory
control allocation solution in real-time [70]. However, the CQP approach can be consid-
ered as a benchmark here. Hence, a Pseudo Inverse Matrix approach was employed to
implement the CA problem, which is proved to be having reduced computational cost.
The Pseudo-inverse based CA approach is to be modified by applying a control realloca-
tion (CRA) algorithm in this chapter, which can efficiently solve the CA problem near
and even on the friction limits. Besides, the CRA can also be improved to solve the
CA efficiency problem while minimizing the control allocation errors. Based on that,
we propose a novel solution based on the Pseudo Inverse method for control allocation
problem.
With the increasing capability of realtime onboard controller, there has been increasing
interests in automotive applications that the control allocation (CA) is widely used to
deal with the actuator control constraints. This chapter proposes a new approach for the
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constrained CA method based on pseudo-inverse operator, which is named as Pseudo
Inverse Control Allocation (PICA). There are two aspects of constraints discussed in
this chapter: one is mechanical constraints which are considered as a hard constraint for
the CA; another is actuator operational constraints including the tire force magnitude
and changing rate limits. Taking the most traditional CA method-CQP as a benchmark
(refer to section 2.3.1), this chapter compares the two methods with exactly the same
upper-level controller and low-level controller which is included in a hierarchical control
structure to close the control loop. In the high-level controller, the model predictive con-
trol (MPC) is used (refer to section 2.2.1) for the path tracking; the low-level controller
is to achieve and track the desired tire forces obtained from the CA process. The simula-
tions are conducted via a double-lane change (DLC) manoeuver for both low speed and
high speed. The results demonstrate that the proposed PICA can deal with multiple
constraints effectively and satisfy the hard constraints better than CQP, and with less
usage of tire forces. Besides, it can always find a feasible solution for the actuators to
track under variable situations. Hence, it can be widely applied for solving the vehicle
constrained CA problem in variable driving situations.
5.1 Control re-allocation method
5.1.1 Tire friction constraint
Control allocation is commonly formulated as an optimization problem in which the
allocation error ‖ Bu − V ‖2 is minimized, with V being the virtual control inputs
and u being the actual control vector (refer to section 2.3). Generally, the control input
constraints derive from tire force saturation, which follows an approximate friction circle:√
F 2xij + F
2
yij ≤ µijFzij (5.1)
As discussed above, a Pseudo Inverse Matrix approach was employed to implement the
CA problem, this having reduced computational cost.
u = B]V (5.2)
where the ] denotes the pseudo inverse operator and is mathematically well defined,
without any issues over convergence or local minima.
For the constrained control allocation problem, where the friction constraint is to be
satisfied, the solution of u may be infeasible. Generally there are feasible solution meth-
ods to solve this problem: (i) finding a feasible solution on a subset of the attainable
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command set, which is called the feasible region for pseudo-inverse [103]; (ii) apply a re-
allocation control algorithm, taken from the literature of aircraft flight control allocation
[104][105],or redistributed pseudo-inverse method [106][73].
In this chapter, we develop the control reallocation algorithm (CRA). The method is
checking out all the coupled results (longitudinal and lateral forces of each tire) satisfying
with the constraint, if not, approximate the results within the constraint and the pseudo-
inverse solution of Equation 5.2 were saturated and replaced by the approximate value.
Then the control allocation problem was resolved with only the remaining control inputs
as free variables.
Specific steps are described as follows:
Step 1 : Use pseudo-inverse method (Equation 5.2) to distribute the desired control
target V and get the distribution result u;
Step 2 : According to whether the control variables u exceed the friction limits, if no
control input exceeds, the final value of u can be directly obtained from Equation 5.2.
However, if one or more control inputs exceed their operation limits, the optimization
process continues: dividing the control variables into two groups, the first group u1 is
beyond friction constraint, the second group u2 does not exceed the limits for the control
variables. Correspondingly, the control effectiveness matrix B is also divided into two
parts: B1 and B2.
Step 3 : Set the control variables of u1 at the corresponding maximum value according
to the friction limits (as Equation 5.1) as u˜1:
F˜xij =
FxijµFzij√
F 2xij + F
2
yij
F˜yij =
FyijµFzij√
F 2xij + F
2
yij
(5.3)
then the u˜1 can be obtained: u˜ = [F˜xij , F˜yij ]
T , assuming that u˜1 can afford V1 = B1u˜1.
Then the remaining undistributed control target is V2 = V − V1.
Step 4 : Solve the problem with the remaining control inputs as free variables through
the pseudo inverse operator:
u˜2 = B
]
2V2 (5.4)
Finally, the results can be obtained as u = [u˜1, u˜2]. If there is more than one coupled
control input going beyond the limits, the modification process of the matrix and vector
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should continue according to the steps described above till all control inputs satisfy the
requirement.
To illustrate and verify the proposed CRA process, we sample a short time period (1
second) from the simulation (test conditions are described below in section 5.2.3) to
demonstrate how the CRA affects the tire force control re-allocation. It is found from
Figure 5.1 that during this interval, the distributed tire forces from outside the current
friction circle will be mapped just on the friction circle or close to the friction circle while
minimizing the CRA error ε to achieve the vehicle-level control efforts V in an executable
way (to be demonstrated in Figure 5.13). Note that, only the locations of tire forces
are shown in this Figure 5.1 during this time period, while not presenting the exact
state of each tire force in every simulation step time. Hence, it has been verified that the
proposed CRA method can effectively solve this constrained optimization problem. In
addition, this CRA method is fully employed in Chapter 3 and 4 as the CA method for
the simulation validations of the control strategies of PPR/MPR and R-PPR/R-MPR.
5.1.2 Actuator operational constraints
The vehicle actuators of braking/acceleration and steering mechanism and electronic
actuators will be subject to a physical limitation, mainly amplitude saturations and
rate limits, in a relatively short time. Generally, the control input constraints derive
from tire force saturation and actuators constraints. The tire force saturation has been
discussed above, then the realistic actuators are subject to amplitude saturations and
rate limits, which may be expressed as:
u(t) ≤ u(t) ≤ u(t) (5.5)
where,
u(t) = max[umin, u(c)− T0%min]
u(t) = min[umax, u(c) + T0%max]
(5.6)
where uc denotes the tire forces in current time, and T0 denotes the sampling time of
the controller.
For the CQP, these limitations can be taken into consideration by adding linear inequal-
ity constraints. However, it can only increase its computational consumption and lower
the computation efficiency of CA process. In this chapter, derived from the idea of
CRA, we propose a new CA method based on the Pseudo-Inverse matrix to deal with
this constraint problem.
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(a) front-left tire (b) front-right tire
(c) rear-left tire (d) rear-right tire
Figure 5.1: Comparison of tire forces locating between before and after CRA
Assuming the current value of each tire force uc and the actuator rate limits % are known.
In the control time scale of T0, the new constraints of the tire forces u can be described
as a rectangle, where the boundary value can be expressed as:
Fminxij = F
c
xij − T0%;Fmaxxij = F cxij + T0%
Fminyij = F
c
yij − T0%;Fmaxyij = F cyij + T0%
(5.7)
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assuming this actuator operational constraint as u ∈ Ω1, and the tire friction constraint
as u ∈ Ω2, then the new constraint can be obtained as u ∈ Ω where Ω = Ω1 ∩ Ω2.
Figure 5.2: CRA of tire forces with combined actuator constraints
In addition, actuator rate limits can be used to narrow the search range, so rate limits can
help with optimization (no point finding the absolute optimum if it cannot be reached
during the next T0 seconds).
Hence, the whole control process can be described as:
Step 1 : if u satisfies the new combined constraint of Ω, then the solution can be directly
achieved by equation 5.2;
Step 2 : if u can not satisfy the new combined constraint of Ω, over-saturated elements
of the control vector will be approximated to the feasible area of Ω, as shown in Figure
5.2. Note that, in real vehicle actuator control systems, the changing rate limits of
longitudinal tire forces may be ignored due to the fast response of wheel speed controller,
but normally the changing rate limits of lateral tire forces can not be ignored due to
the relatively slow response of tyre steering actuators and yaw-sideslip dynamics (slip
angle at unsteered wheels). Hence, we set the actuator operational constraints Ω1 as a
rectangle with unlimited length (corresponding to the longitudinal tire forces) ;
Step 3 : making u be decomposed into the approximated control vector ua and un-
approximated control vector us, with the associated sub-matrix be Ba and Bs, then the
global generalized control effort with the approximated control vector can be expressed
as: Va = Baua, finally the un-approximated control vector us can be obtained by:
us = B
]
s(V − Va) (5.8)
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If there is more than one coupled results going beyond the limits, the CRA process of
the matrix and vector should continue till all control inputs satisfy the requirement.
In this case, the method is checking out all the coupled results (longitudinal and lateral
forces of each tire) satisfying with the new combined constraint. There are mainly two
situations for approximating the control vector, as shown in figure 5.2: if the control
target is located inside the combined constraint Ω, as point Ft1, then it can be directly
achieved; and if the control target locate outside the combined constraint Ω, then based
on where the connect line between current value and control target interset at, different
cases as point Ft2 and Ft3, the approximating results will locate to different boundaries.
According to different cases, the results can be directly calculated by the known value
of current states, control targets and specific boundary via the proportional relation.
5.2 Efficient control allocation
5.2.1 CQP
In the case where multiple solutions are possible, even after actuator constraints have
been applied, then the optimal choice will be to make the control variable u as small as
possible and the changing rate as low as possible for the CA efficiency. This is because
achieving a same control target with less use of control actuators (in corresponding
with small control variable and low changing rate of control inputs) will help to achieve
reduced energy dissipation at the tyres.
The control allocation method of CQP can achieve the CA efficiency via minimizing the
terms ‖ (u − uc) ‖2 and ‖ u ‖2 in the same objective function. In the normal driving
conditions, the equation Bu = V can be assumed to be relatively easy to achieve, hence
we set the equation Bu = V as the control subject, then the object function become:
J = min
1
2
u˜TRu˜ (5.9)
where u˜ =
[
u
∆u
]
, and subject to:
B˜u˜ = V˜ (5.10)
where B˜ =
[
B 0
I −I
]
, V˜ =
[
V
V¯
]
, and V¯ = Buc
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In the normal driving situation, the CA efficiency can be achieved by this method,
however, during the critical situation, the target of Bu = V can not be achieved under
the friction limitation, then minimizing the CA error ε become the main control object.
Referring back to section 2.3.1, in Equation 2.34, in this case the CA efficiency control
can be achieved by solving the WLS problem, while the weighing parameter of W1
are needed to be relatively large in order to emphasize the importance of minimizing
the allocation error. Although the CA efficiency can be achieved via CQP in critical
situations, the high computation cost and optimal fitting of weighting parameters W2
andW3 make it hard to be implemented into the real-time vehicle controller. In the latter
simulation tests, for the normal driving condition (low speed), the W1, W2 and W3 are
set the same as unit matrix I; for the limit driving condition (high speed), to emphasize
the importance of minimizing the allocation error (motion control become priority in
this critical condition), the W1 are set to be relatively large as 1000× I, the W2 and W3
are still set to be I. Although the control targets (minimizing the allocation error and
CA efficiency) can be separately emphasized by tuning the weighting parameter, the
other control performance will become worse with a lower value of weighting parameter
and the computation cost will become higher.
5.2.2 Pseudo Inverse Control Allocation (PICA)
For the pseudo-inverse based CA method, we can also achieve the CA efficiency via
minimizing the control efforts ‖ ∆u ‖2 and ‖ u ‖2. Referring to section 2.3.2, the pseudo-
inverse based CA method can also be achieved by building a Hamiltonian function as
Equation 2.38, where the expression can be reduced to the Moore-Penrose pseudo-
inverse as Equation 2.40. Derived from this idea, the changing rate ‖ ∆u ‖2 can also
be considered via building a new Hamiltonian function where the objective function is
shown as:
J = min
1
2
∆uTW∆u+
1
2
(uc + ∆u)
TR(uc + ∆u) (5.11)
where theW and R is the weight coefficient matrix. Then the constraint can be described
as:
B(uc + ∆u) = V
u(t) ≤ u(t) ≤ u(t)
(5.12)
For solving this optimization problem, a Hamiltonian function is introduced as:
H =
1
2
∆uTW∆u+
1
2
(uc + ∆u)
TR(uc + ∆u)
+ λ(B(uc + ∆u)− V )
(5.13)
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where λ denotes the Lagrange multiplier. Calculating the partial derivatives for ∆u and
λ for the Hamilton function and setting to 0 as:
∂H
∂∆u
= W∆u+R(uc + ∆u) +B
TλT = 0
∂H
∂λ
= B(uc + ∆u)− V = 0
(5.14)
Then we can obtain:
(W +R)∆u = −Ruc −BTλT
B(W +R)−1BTλT = Buc − V −B(W +R)−1Ruc
(5.15)
making Sf = B(W +R)
−1BT , then we can obtain
λT = S−1f (Buc − V −B(W +R)−1Ruc) (5.16)
Finally, we can obtain:
∆u = (W +R)−1(−Ruc −BTλT )
= (W +R)−1BTS−1f V − uc
= B]V − uc
(5.17)
with
B] = (W +R)−1BTS−1f (5.18)
where B] denotes the pseudo-inverse matrix with the optimized objective. It can be
further verified by assuming the weight coefficient matrix W as a null matrix, and the
weight coefficient matrix R as a unit matrix, then the results of Equation 5.18 will be
exactly the same as Equation 2.40 introduced in section 2.3.2.
Hence, it is found that the control efforts ‖ ∆u ‖2 and ‖ u ‖2 can both be minimized
via building a Hamiltonian function which reduces to the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse
operator finally. Note that, in the latter comparison simulation tests with CQP, the
weight coefficient matrix W and R are both set to be unit matrix I in corresponding
to the parameter setting of CQP method. Based on the theoretical derivation in this
chapter, it can be predicted that the CA efficiency can be effectively achieved via the
proposed method in this section.
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5.3 Simulation comparison of control allocation efficiency
Based on the proposed two efficient CA methods (CQP-based and PICA), it can be ex-
pected that the controller demand (desired tire forces) will become smooth. In addition,
based on the mathematical characteristic of PICA, it can be expected that the PICA
method can achieve a better results with less tire force utilization than CQP based CA
method.
5.3.1 Normal driving condition
The simulating experiments in normal conditions are constructed with the high-level
controller of MPC (refer to section 2.2.1). The target trajectory is selected as a double
lane change (DLC) driving condition as shown in Figure 5.3 ,which is normally applied
to test the vehicle’s handling stability [107]. Comparing to ISO lane change maneuver,
the reference lateral position yref and yaw angle ψref of this DLC condition can be
explicitly expressed by equation:
yref (x) =
dy1
2
(1 + tan(z1))− dy1(1 + tan(z1))
2
ψref (x) = arctan(dy1(
1
cosh(z1)
)2(
1.2
dx1
)
− dy2( 1
cosh(z2)
)2(
1.2
dx2
))
(5.19)
where z1 =
2.4
25 (x− 27.19)− 1.2, z2 = 2.421.95(x− 56.46)− 1.2, dy1 = 4.05, dy2 = 5.7
(a) Reference lateral position (b) Reference yaw angle
Figure 5.3: Desired tracking targets
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When comparing the different control allocation methods (CQP and CRA), the MPC
is employed as the upper-level controller. To make valid comparisons, the main control
parameters of MPC (introduced in section 2.2.1) are set to be the same, thus avoiding the
extra impact from feedback into the upper controller. DLC operation will be simulated
separately with the CQP and CRA. Since the purpose of this section is to compare
the two proposed CA approaches in normal condition, the target velocity is chosen as
72km/h.
(a) Lateral view of steering actu-
ator system
(b) Rear view of steering actuator system
Figure 5.4: steering actuator system
Particulary, a real vehicle steering actuator system as shown in Figure 5.4, with the
operating voltage is 24V, and rated power is 360W with a upper limits of 720W, can
achieve a maximum road wheel steering speeding of 30◦/s. This value obtained from a
real vehicle will be set as the aforementioned rate limits of % in the following CarSim
simulation tests, and the rate limit of longitudinal tyre force control actuator is assumed
to be limitless.
As the pseudo-inverse method can guarantee the obtained u to be minimum [75], we
set the object function of CQP is to minimize the u. As shown in Figure 5.5 and
5.6, the vehicle path performance are highly coincident with both the CQP and PICA
method, which demonstrate that the effect of control allocation are quite close. Note
that, based on the mathematic characteristics, the solution obtained from pseudo-inverse
operator can always guarantee the minimum control effort ‖ u ‖, it is found that from
the comparison of the tire forces utilization which is set to be
√
F 2xij + F
2
yij , the PICA
method can still achieve a lower tire force utilization in comparison with the CQP, even
though the object function of CQP in this simulation is only set to minimize the control
effort of u. In the subsequent simulation tests in this chapter, it can also be found that
the vehicle can achieve a lower tire force utilization with the pseudo-inverse based CA
method in comparison with CQP.
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(a) Path performance
(b) Longitudinal tire forces with CQP (c) Lateral tire forces with CQP
(d) Longitudinal tire forces with CRA (e) Lateral tire forces with CRA
(f) Tire force utilization with CQP (g) Tire force utilization with CRA
Figure 5.5: Control allocation results for path tracking(normal condition)
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(a) Longitudinal tire forces with CQP (b) Lateral tire forces with CQP
(c) Longitudinal tire forces with CRA (d) Lateral tire forces with CRA
(e) Tire force utilization with CQP (f) Tire force utilization with CRA
Figure 5.6: Control allocation results for path tracking and CA efficiency (normal
condition)
5.3.2 Limit driving condition
As introduced in section 2.2.2, PPR is based on the optimal control of a friction-limited
particle, the target being to minimize the maximum off-tracking from the commanded
trajectory. It combines braking and turning accelerations of the vehicle mass center in
such a way that a reduction in speed is coordinated with increasing path curvature. It
emerges that the acceleration vector is fixed in the inertial reference frame C see Figure
2.5. Hence, for the comparison under limit driving conditions, the PPR control strategy
(introduced in section 2.2.2) is employed in this experiment. In the following, this type
of control will be further implemented via both the CQP and proposed CRA control
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allocation approach for limit handling control. In the simulation, the steering wheel
angle (from Driver Interpreter) is set to a constant value at 1.335rad corresponding
with the intended path curvature (radius=100m), the initial velocity entering the curve
is set to be 140km/h under the road surface condition µ = 1.
During this critical situation, the vehicle control reference (longitudinal and lateral ve-
hicle center forces) is obtained from PPR and the reference yaw moment is obtained
from the SMC. The control allocation results are shown in Figure 5.7.
The results of path performance demonstrate that in this critical situation, the CRA
method can perform slightly better than CQP. That is due to the linearization of tire
friction circle within CQP which can not take full use of the tire forces in the limit
condition. It is found that the results of CQP are noisier, which can also be due to the
linearization of friction circle and the operating principle of CQP. Hence, to make the CA
results smoother, the optimization target of ∆u is added into the cost function for the
CQP method. For the CRA method, the PICA method (for efficient control allocation)
introduced in section 5.2.2 as Equation 5.18 is implemented in this simulation test to
compare with the normal CRA method as Equation 2.39 introduced in section 2.3.2.
It is found from Figure 5.7 that with both the CQP and CRA, the path performance
results are exactly the same as without CA efficiency control, which demonstrate the
effectiveness of PICA introduced in section 5.2.2; and for the CQP method, the result is
reasonable because we set the minimizing control allocation error ‖ (Bu− V ) ‖2 as the
main control target in this critical situation. The CA results are shown in the Figure
5.8. It is found that with the CA efficiency control both the CQP and CRA results
become smoother. However, the results of CRA are seen to be better than CQP both
in the minimization of u and ∆u.
As a short summary, the CRA method can achieve a quite close effect in normal situation
but a better performance in limit situation in comparison with the CQP. Besides, PICA
method can also achieve multiple optimization targets (such as CA efficiency) as the
CQP, and even with better vehicle performance.
5.4 Constrained control allocation with mechanical con-
straints
Up to now, the CRA method of solving the constraint problem with tire force friction
limits has been introduced in section 5.1. However, for the real vehicle control applica-
tion, there may be additional hard constraints to be considered. For example, for the
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(a) Path performance
(b) Longitudinal tire forces with CQP (c) Lateral tire forces with CQP
(d) Longitudinal tire forces with CRA (e) Lateral tire forces with CRA
Figure 5.7: Control allocation results for road departure mitigation(limit condition)
traditional chassis (front axle steering, independent wheel torque) other than the indi-
vidual steering vehicle which is the control object up to now, the mechanical connection
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(a) Longitudinal tire forces with CQP (b) Lateral tire forces with CQP
(c) Longitudinal tire forces with CRA (d) Lateral tire forces with CRA
Figure 5.8: Control allocation results for road departure mitigation and CA efficien-
cy(limit condition)
of tyres in a same axle will need to be considered as hard constraints for the tyre steer-
ing manoeuvre. This is the same to the chassis with rear-axle steering functions (which
is called two-axle steering vehicle in this chapter as shown in Figure 5.9). However,
considering the vehicle mechanical constraint as hard constraint is not trivial for imple-
mentation with pseudo-inverse matrix. Researchers would rather select CQP to solve
this multi-constrained CA problems. Because a linear constraint can be directly added
as hard constraint via CQP method. However, the same reason as adding actuator op-
erational constraints into CQP, it can only increase its computational consumption and
lower the computation efficiency of CA process.
Figure 5.9: Two-axle steering vehicle
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5.4.1 Application of two-axle steering vehicle
In this section, we firstly employ the pseudo-inverse matrix as the basic CA tool to deal
with multiple hard constraints. Taking the two-axle steering vehicle as an example. The
additional constraints for two-axle steering vehicle, in comparison with fully actuated
vehicle, is the mechanical connection of the right and left tires in the same axle, which
will led to the equality of the change of steering angles in the same axle. This constraint
can be described as:
∆δ11 = ∆δ12
∆δ21 = ∆δ22
(5.20)
then we can obtain that:
Fy11 = F
c
y11 +
∂Fy11
∂α11
(α11 − αc11)
Fy12 = F
c
y12 +
∂Fy12
∂α12
(α12 − αc12)
(5.21)
where Cαij =
∂Fyij
∂αij
can be considered as the local tire cornering stiffness.
In a very short time interval, from equation (5.20), we can assume that: ∆α11 = ∆α12,
then it can be obtained that:
Cα12Fy11 − Cα11Fy12 = F cy11Cα12 − F cy12Cα11
Cα22Fy21 − Cα21Fy22 = F cy21Cα22 − F cy22Cα21
(5.22)
where F cyij is the current value of lateral tire forces.
For the two-axle steering vehicle, the constraint of rear axle is similar to that of the
front. Then, we can obtain two additional linear constraints for the CA of two-axle
steering vehicle. Assuming that the hard constraints can be separately satisfied. Then
this constrained CA problem with hard constraints can also be solved via pseudo-inverse
matrix:
Step 1 : firstly we add the hard constraints of Equation (5.20) into the original equations:
B˜ =
[
B
Bc
]
, V˜ =
[
V
Vc
]
, (5.23)
whereBc =
[
0 0 0 0 Cα12 −Cα11 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 Cα22 −Cα21
]
, and Vc =
[
F cy11Cα12 − F cy12Cα11
F cy21Cα22 − F cy22Cα21
]
,
denotes the hard constraints which is required to be satisfied firstly.
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Step 2 : with the pseudo-inverse operator, it can be obtained that uc = B
]
cVc. To satisfy
this CA problem with hard constraints, the Singular value decomposition (SVD) is
introduced, which is an eigenvalue-like decomposition for rectangular matrices [71][72].
The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of Bc can be expressed as:
Bc = USW
T (5.24)
where U and W denote orthogonal matrices of dimensions 2× 2, 8× 8 respectively.
Step 3 : Define the projection matrix P = I−WWT and u = B]V , finally we can obtain
the candidate control vector:
u˜ = uc + PM (5.25)
where
M = (BP)](V −Buc) (5.26)
where the u˜ will be the final results that satisfy the hard constraints absolutely and in
the meantime minimizing the CA error of ‖ Bu − V ‖. The theoretical formulation of
this result can be found in Appendix B, and it will be further validated in the following
simulation tests. The results of CA error shown in Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14 illuminate
its effectiveness.
This proposed pseudo-inverse based CA method can therefore be used to solve the
constrained CA problems even with hard constraints. For a wider application scenarios,
with other hard constraints which can be expressed as a linear equality relationship, this
method can still be employed via modifying the aforementioned Bc and Vc.
5.4.2 Application of traditional vehicle
Taking the traditional vehicle (front axle steering, independent wheel torque control)
as another application target, the mechanical constraint are exactly the same with two-
axle steering vehicle for the front axle. However, the rear tires of traditional vehicle can
not actively steer, which makes the lateral forces of rear tires not directly controllable.
Note that, for the traditional vehicle, the rear tire forces actually can be changed by
controlling the rear axle side slip, but it is more slowly than one CA time step, hence
we assume that the lateral force of rear tire will stay the same during the short period
of simulation step time.
Hence, two more additional constraints can be expressed as Fy21 = F
c
y21 and Fy22 = F
c
y22.
Based on that, modifying the Bc and Vc as:
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Bc =

0 0 0 0 Cα12 −Cα11 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
 and Vc =

F cy11Cα12 − F cy12Cα11
F cy21
F cy22
 ,
Then this constrained CA problem can also be solved by the method introduced in last
subsection.
To be mentioned, researchers commonly introduce the bicycle vehicle model to deal with
the mechanical constrained CA problem for the control applications of two-axle steering
vehicle or traditional vehicle. However, during the real vehicle running process, especially
for steering situations, the vertical load transfer will have a great influence on the tyre
limits. Ignoring the vertical load transfer as the assumption of bicycle vehicle model is
expected to make the control allocation process unreliable where the CA requires precise
information of four individual tyre friction limits. In addition, the bicycle model is not
appropriate in this case due to lack of considering the four individual tyre braking control.
Researchers would commonly select to equally divide the obtained front axle braking
force to the two front tires which is imprecise and will make the control performance
worse.. Hence, the four-wheel vehicle model considering the vertical load transfer as
introduced in section 3 is more convincing for the real-vehicle control applications.
5.4.3 Simulation comparison-Case A: Two-axle steering vehicle appli-
cation
With a constant target vehicle speed of either 36km/h or 72km/h, and coefficient of road
adhesion of µ = 0.8, the test is employed to compare the different performance of CQP
(introduced above with hard constraints) and PICA for the two-axle steering vehicle
application. The simulating experiments for both applications are constructed with the
high-level controller of MPC (refer to section 2.2.1). The target trajectory is again the
DLC condition introduced in section 5.2.3. Note that, the simulations use a four-wheel
steering vehicle but with preset hard mechanical constraints as Equation (5.22).
The vehicle path performance is shown in figure 5.10 which show that both in low-speed
and high-speed situation, the two proposed CA methods perform in a very similar way.
When analysing the vehicle running performance as shown in figure 5.11, it can be
found that with the two CA methods, the vehicle motion states are seen to be different.
In detail, although the CA errors are equal to zero for both method during the whole
control process, the longitudinal and lateral forces obtained from the two CA processes
are different. Without consideration of longitudinal and lateral forces changing rate, the
PICA method makes the tire forces change very sharply, which might be a result of the
optimization target (smoothness of control outputs is not taken into consideration) and
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process of PICA (this is to be modified via considering the changing rate limits in the
following simulation). However, the lateral forces obtained from the PICA are much
smaller than from the CQP (both are without any further efficiency/smoothness terms),
and leading to less effort of wheel steering actuators. Besides, from figure 5.11 , it can
be found that the PICA method can satisfy the hard constraint of same wheel steering
angles (and changing rate) on one axle properly, while the CQP does not always succeed
on the front axle (the front axle wheels’ angles did not meet the constraint). From figure
5.11, it is found that the vehicle motion performances are also very close. The vehicle
with CQP method is however running a little bit smoother than PICA, which is due to
the noise of tire forces calculated via PICA.
As a short summary, the CA methods of CQP and PICA can achieve a quite close effect
in this DLC low-speed driving situation, however, without considering the lateral tire
force changing rate, the PICA will suffer from noisy results.
Figure 5.10: Path tracking performances
Then, the second test is to increase the target vehicle speed to 72km/h, which might
make the vehicle suffer some limit driving situation, and the more important is that
the CA process will not fully meet the control target, in other word, the Bu = V can
not be fully satisfied. Hence, as shown in the path performance in figure 5.10, the
vehicle’s tracking ability is decreasing with a high speed. As the PICA method appears
noisy in the low-speed condition, then we take the tire force changing rate limits into
consideration (the method is described in section 5.4.1) in this high-speed test, and also
we add the same inequality constraint as shown in equation 5.5 into the CQP method.
From the tire forces obtained via different CA method shown in figure 5.12, it is found
that the PICA can obtain a much smaller value of tire forces, which demonstrate that
the PICA can find a best solution of minimizing the CA error Bu− V with a minimum
control inputs u(t). Although there is still some noise in lateral tire forces with PICA,
it has been verified that the changing rates are within design limits. The comparison
results of wheel steering angles also demonstrate that the PICA can meet the mechanical
constraint much better than CQP which can not provide satisfying results. Note that,
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(a) Longitudinal tire forces with CQP (b) Longitudinal tire forces with PICA
(c) Lateral tire forces with CQP (d) Lateral tire forces with PICA
(e) Wheel steering angles with CQP (f) Wheel steering angles with PICA
(g) Vehicle velocity (h) Vehicle stability performance
Figure 5.11: Vehicle performances with CA method of CQP and PICA (low-speed
driving condition with two-axle steering vehicle)
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(a) Longitudinal tire forces with CQP (b) Longitudinal tire forces with PICA
(c) Lateral tire forces with CQP (d) Lateral tire forces with PICA
(e) Wheel steering angles with CQP (f) Wheel steering angles with PICA
(g) Vehicle velocity (h) Vehicle stability performance
Figure 5.12: Vehicle performances between CA with method CQP and PICA (high-
speed driving condition with two-axle steering vehicle)
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there exist differences between the wheel steering angles in same axle, which is due to
that during the calculation of wheel steering angles, the sideslip angles are obtained by
the tire force look-up table via lateral and vertical tire forces (a 3-D look-up table). There
exist errors when employing the look-up table obtained from CarSim. In addition, the
hard constraint made as equation 5.21 is based on the assumption of constant cornering
stiffness in a sampling control time, the accuracy of the online estimation of tire cornering
stiffness will also influence the calculation of lateral tire forces, furthermore, it will
influence the calculation of wheel steering angles. The vehicle with CQP will show a
higher lateral velocity during the driving process, which is due to a larger solution of
lateral tire forces, and then lead to a different yaw stability performance, where the yaw
angle are bigger with CQP and the body side-slip angle are larger with PICA. This
is due to that the PICA will make more use of the steering angle during the running
process to complete the DLC, which lead to a larger body side-slip angle.
Note that, from the longitudinal tire force performance in figure 5.12, it is found that
during the whole control process, the vehicle use more longitudinal tire forces in front
axle than rear axle, which are obtained from the CA process. This might be a result of
the control re-allocation (CRA) process when the front axle tire forces firstly exceed the
friction limits, then the front axle tire forces might retain a relatively large value (on
the friction circle) for the calculation of the remaining tire forces (next calculation loop
in CRA).
As shown in figure 5.14, the path performance on traditional vehicle are very close to the
two-axle steering vehicle. The results of wheel steering angles also satisfy the mechanical
constraint. Although the CA error always exist, it can be limited inside an acceptable
range, and the hard constraint CA error for traditional vehicle are also ignorable.
5.5 Summary
This chapter proposes a new approach for the constrained CA based on the pseudo-
inverse matrix. Firstly, the hierarchical integrated vehicle control structure is developed
to achieve maximum stability margins, CA efficiency and optimal motion control, which
is including a high-level controller for the path tracking in normal driving conditions
and road departure mitigation under critical situations. Primarily, a novel CA approach
based on the pseudo-inverse method is proposed for the force distribution where the rel-
evant path planning and tracking controls are integrated with the optimal CA efficiency
control. Taking the traditional CQP method as a benchmark, the simulation results
demonstrate that: 1) the vehicle with PICA method can achieve a close performance
in normal conditions for path tracking and CA efficiency, in comparison with the CQP
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(a) CA error with CQP
(b) CA error with PICA
(c) Hard constraint CA error with PICA
Figure 5.13: Control allocation errors (high-speed driving condition with two-axle
steering vehicle)
method. 2) the vehicle can achieve a better performance in limit conditions for road
departure mitigation and CA efficiency, in comparison with the CQP method.
There are two aspects of constraints discussed in this chapter: one is the mechanical
constraint which comes from the mechanical connection of tires on one same axle, which
is considered as a hard constraint for the CA; another is actuator operational constraints
including the tire force magnitude and changing rate limits. Both constraints are crucial
in the real vehicle controller but commonly ignored by the simulation assumption or
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(a) Path performance (b) Vehicle velocity
(c) Vehicle stability performance (d) Wheel steering angles with CQP
(e) CA error (f) CA hard constraint error
Figure 5.14: Traditional vehicle performances with PICA (high-speed)
solved by the Quadratic programming method. The pseudo-inverse based CA method
has been proved to be efficient for low computation cost, which makes it realistic to
be implemented into the real-time controller. Based on pseudo-inverse, this chapter
proposes a new method of PICA to deal with this constrained CA problem. Taking
CQP method as a benchmark, this chapter compares the two methods with exactly the
same upper-level controller and low-level controller. A hierarchical control structure is
introduced to close the control loop, which is including the upper-level controller for the
path tracking via MPC and low-level controller for the actuator to track the target tire
forces. This comparison simulation is conducted via a DLC manoeuver with low-speed
and high-speed respectively for the application objects of two-axle steering vehicle and
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traditional vehicle.
The simulation results demonstrate that: for the application of two-axle steering vehicle,
vehicles with both two CA methods perform similarly; however, the PICA can make
less use of tire force efforts and satisfy the hard constraints better. The CQP can also
highlight the optimization of minimizing the tire force usage or hard constraints, but the
tradeoff between them and the online fitting of weight coefficient are complex; for the
application of traditional vehicle, due to the computation characteristics and operating
principle of CQP, with additional hard constraints, the vehicle with CA method of CQP
can not complete the driving task, because there is no solution of tire forces can be
obtained via CQP and delivered to the low-level controller. However, the vehicle with
PICA can finish the driving task smoothly and perform very close in comparison with
two-axle steering vehicle, which demonstrates that the additional hard constraints have
little influence for the CA process with PICA. Besides, the PICA can also account for
the actuator operational constraints problem during the whole control process.
As a summary, the proposed PICA mainly shows three advantages in comparison with
the CQP method:
1) It can achieve all the aforementioned performance with much less computational cost,
which makes it realistic to be implemented into the real-time controller.
2) It can deal with multiple constraints, including mechanical and actuator operational
constraints effectively and satisfy the hard constraints better with even less usage of tire
forces.
3) With the characteristics of the pseudo-inverse, it can always find a feasible solution
for the actuators to track, on the contrary, the CQP method might get stuck and fail to
converge, leading to possible system failure.
Chapter 6
Hardware and driver in the loop
experimental validation
This chapter provides experimental validation for the proposed MPR and R-MPR control
strategy with hardware and driver in the control loop tests. The target of these tests
is to validate the proposed control strategy of MPR and R-MPR with the proposed
hierarchical control structure, showing that it can be well implemented in the realtime
controller and can realize the desired function with hardware and human driver in the
control loop.
6.1 Full-scale driving simulator
To introduce driver interactions using a controlled environment, the full-scale driving
simulator shown in Figure 6.1 is employed for this experiment. The simulator is locat-
ed in Liaoning University of Technology, Jinzhou, China, where the experiments were
carried out with support from the graduated students and research academics in the
School of Automotive and Transportation Engineering. The simulator has a fixed base
and therefore does not represent the vibration environment of the vehicle. However, it
otherwise provides a full driving experience with large field of view and high resolution
graphics. The driving simulator provides vital information about driver interaction with
the proposed control strategy with a large curved screen with 3 individual projectors
for road scene visualization, integrated in soft-real-time via CarsimRT. To provide high
fidelity steering torque feedback derived from the road friction, the Micro-Autobox from
dSPACE is employed to control the force feedback motor via the data obtained from
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software CarsimRT. The control algorithm is embedded into the real-time controller-
dSPACE MicroAutobox-in Simulink for experiments of closed-loop control, the diagram
of the experimental data flow is shown in Figure 6.2.
(a) Side view of driving simulator (b) Rear view of driving simulator
Figure 6.1: Full-scale driving simulator
Figure 6.2: Diagram of experimental data flow
6.2 Experiments and result analysis
The target of these experiments is to validate that the proposed control strategy of MPR
and R-MPR with the proposed hierarchical control structure can be well implemented
in the realtime controller and can realize the desired function.
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6.2.1 MPR experiment
The experiment is conducted with a designed over-speed cornering driving scenario, with
the the initial speed of 140km/h under road condition of µ = 1.0 and R = 100m. The
proposed hierarchical control system is compiled into the real-time controller-dSPACE
Control Autobox. For the control allocation from vehicle level reference accelerations
to individual tire forces, the PICA methods introduced in chapter 5 are implemented
into the real-time controller. For the experiments, we selected 20 drivers having differ-
ent driving ages, driving frequency, and driving experiences. Some of the test drivers
obtained their driving license within three years and seldom drive, and some of them
obtained their driving license for more than 3 years, and even some test drivers drive
for a living, such as professional test drivers or full-time drivers. We need to be aware of
the fact that all the drivers are generally less likely to encounter extreme limit driving
conditions, especially for this over-speed cornering situation. Hence, all the test drivers
will have a chance to get used to the driving simulator and also the over-speed cornering
driving scenario. The driving scenario was as previously, a straight-line tangent connect-
ed to a constant-radius curved road. The driver is initially driving in the straight line
with a constant speed of 140km/h, and then the driver will steer the vehicle according
to their own driving intention and skill. There exist differences in the drivers’ steering
timing, and the influence of the different timing has been discussed in previous work
[108]. As a short summary, the reasons for the big differences are that human driver
can not act as a steering robot, in other words, the driver can not perform the steering
operation just at the time when the vehicle exactly reaches the cornering point and dur-
ing the cornering process the drivers can not strictly steer just the theoretically optimal
angle. It can be concluded from [108] that the steering operation start time has a very
large influence on the vehicle cornering performance. Generally, the shorter the driver
delay, the better cornering performance, though of course the steering action should not
take place before the curve is reached.
Because the PPR/MPR intervention is designed to minimize the off-tracking distance,
and to emphasize the path lateral deviation performance, all the test drivers were told
to try to recover the vehicle back to the intended path as quick as possible, in the
meantime minimizing the path lateral deviation. They were not asked to recover the
reference curve shown in Figure 6.4 by a series of cones.
Before the experiment, each driver had 10 test drives to get familiar with the driving
simulator and also the driving scenario with proposed MPR/R-MPR control system.
We then record the vehicle motion data for the 11th driving test as the final results for
each driver. Steering wheel angles (the steering ratio i is 18:1) shown in figure 6.3,
there is quite a large differences between each driver’s steering performance (Note that,
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the driver is steering, and that MPR/R-MPR are controlling only braking). To be
mentioned, the influence of driving experiences for the driving behavior in this extreme
limit driving conditions is ignored in this chapter and will be discussed in the future
work. For the MPR experiment, we select 3 typical drivers driving behavior (see figure
6.4) among the 20 drivers for further analysis of the experimental test.
Figure 6.3: Test drivers’ steering performance
6.2.2 MPR result analysis
Three typical drivers were selected having a range of driving skill and experience to drive
with driving simulator in this safety-critical situation. The 3 different drivers’ driving
behavior and motion performance are shown in the Figure 6.4. It’s found that with
quicker and larger steering angle inputs, the vehicle will cut back to the intended path
faster, which is consistent with the design concept of MPR: from the result of acceleration
comparison, more steering angle means a larger demand of lateral acceleration, the larger
demand of lateral acceleration will trigger larger vehicle deceleration, and the larger
vehicle deceleration will cause less lateral acceleration, according to the MPR mapping
concept. Subjectively for the operating driver, he/she will feel more braking and can
cut back to the reference path faster if increase the steering wheel angle; inversely, less
braking and later cutting in with decreasing steering wheel angle.
In addition, with the comparison between the step steer and driver model response
(with MPR) introduced in section 3.3, it can be found that, because of the step-steer’s
near-instantaneous response, it can achieve a better overall performance than the driver
model, which also demonstrates that the vehicle control performance is interacted with
the steering behavior, in correspondence with the human drivers performance shown in
Figure 6.4. However, for the driver-in-the-loop MPR controller, the system also performs
well and can always keep the human drivers in the control loop in this challenging
scenario. This maneuverability is remarkable, given the variability of the individual
drivers with different driving styles, experience and skills.
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(a) Vehicle motion performance with
driver in the loop
(b) Driver steering behaviors
(c) Acceleration performance
Figure 6.4: MPR simulation with driving simulator
6.2.3 R-MPR experiment
The R-MPR experiments is also conducted with a designed over-speed cornering driving
scenario, with the the initial speed of 140km/h under road condition of µ = 1.0 and
R = 100m. The proposed hierarchical control system is compiled into the real-time
controller-dSPACE Control Autobox. For the control allocation from vehicle level ref-
erence accelerations to individual tire forces, the PICA methods introduced in chapter
5 are again implemented into the real-time controller. In the fixed based driving simu-
lator, actually the human driver can not feel the roll angle inside the fixed cockpit. It is
assumed that the roll feeling inside the vehicle has little influence on the driver steering
behavior, accordingly, it is considered that there is little difference of driving behavior
between with the MPR and R-MPR for one tester. Hence, we also select the same 3 test
drivers as the MPR experiment, their steering performance is shown in Figure 6.5. The
driving scenario again consists of a straight-line tangent connected to a constant-radius
curved road. The 3 drivers are initially driving in the straight line with a constant speed
of 140km/h, and then the driver will steer the vehicle according to their own driving
intention and skill. Note that, the same as the MPR experiment, all the 3 test drivers
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were told to try to recover the vehicle back to the intended path as quick as possible.
From section 4.2.3, the lateral acceleration limit inside R-MPR control strategy is ob-
tained based on the vehicle’s constant lateral acceleration, hence, the 3 test drivers are
instructed not to sharply reverse the steering wheel (in case of causing a large reverse
lateral acceleration).
6.2.4 R-MPR result analysis
It’s found that with quicker and larger steering angle inputs, the vehicle will again cut
back to the intended path faster, which is in harmony with the design concept of R-
MPR: from the result of acceleration comparison, more steering angle means a larger
demand of lateral acceleration, the larger demand of lateral acceleration will trigger
larger vehicle deceleration, and the larger vehicle deceleration will cause less lateral
acceleration, according to the R-MPR mapping concept. To be mentioned that, the
lateral acceleration limit of the test vehicle in this driving conditions are pre-calculated
as 0.6g. It is found from the acceleration performance that, the vehicle can be stable
just at the limit lateral acceleration (the minor error comes from the air resistance),
when the vehicle speed is constant (zero longitudinal acceleration). Subjectively for the
operating driver, he/she will feel more braking and can cut back to the reference path
faster if increase the steering wheel angle; inversely, less braking and later cutting in
with decreasing steering wheel angle.
In addition, with the comparison between the step-steer and driver inputs, it can be
found that, because of the step-steer’s near-instantaneous response, it can achieves a
better overall performance than the human driver. However, for the driver-in-the-loop
R-MPR controller, the system also performs well and can always keep the human drivers
in the control loop in this challenging scenario. Compared to driver model simulation,
the inclusion of different human drivers has quite systematic effect on the results. Im-
portantly, the different driver steering inputs are seen to give different vehicle responses
and the trade-off between longitudinal and lateral accelerations is clear.
As a short summary, based on the proposed experimental simulations, it is found that
the proposed hierarchical control structure with the PICA method can obtain desired
performance and dominate near and even over the limits of friction. Hence it can be
widely applied in the real-time vehicle control applications. The upper-level control
strategies, MPR and R-MPR, which are both benefitted from the efficient hierarchical
control structure, can well achieve their designed functions with the real-time controller,
in consistency with the conclusion obtained via the simulation tests.
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(a) Vehicle motion performance with
driver in the loop
(b) Driver steering behaviors
(c) Acceleration performance
Figure 6.5: R-MPR simulation with driving simulator
6.3 Summary
The driving simulator tests demonstrate the proposed MPR and R-MPR control strate-
gies and PICA method can be effectively implemented in real-time control applications
while preserving the control interaction of the driver. On a macro level, this proposed
MPR and R-MPR methods maintain the driver’s drivability in this critical situation
as well as take full use of road friction. In this over-speed curving situation, with the
MPR and R-MPR as the driver assistance system, the driver will experience increased
braking in proportion to subsequent increases in steering wheel angle. Thus the pro-
posed methods emphasize keeping the ‘driver-in-the-loop’ during the brake intervention,
unlike more discrete methods which override the driver though full brake application for
example. In particular, the proposed PICA can fully satisfy the real-time computing
requirement, which provides reliable basis for this kind of onboard control applications.
Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
This chapter summarizes the research presented in this dissertation and outlines poten-
tial future work based on the research presented.
7.1 Summary and Conclusion
A hierarchical vehicle dynamics control system, with three control layers, has been pro-
posed. The control system is mostly applicable to vehicles with “over-actuated” chassis
systems, where the number of independent actuator modes is more than three (the num-
ber of degrees of freedom under control: longitudinal, lateral and yaw). The upper-level
controller is designed to cover both dynamic (linear region), limit and even beyond the
limit (nonlinear region) tire control domains. Specifically, the MPC control strategy is
employed as an optimal path tracking controller under normal driving conditions (dy-
namic control domains); a PPR based control strategy-MPR and R-MPR are proposed
as fully autonomous and driver assistance understeer mitigation controller under limit-
ed and over-limited driving conditions (at and beyond tire control limit). Sliding mode
control is also adopted for the upper-level vehicle motion controller, to provide the gen-
eralized forces/moment, then distributed to longitudinal and lateral forces of each wheel
by control allocation. In the bottom layer of control allocation (CA), two particular CA
methods, constrained quadratic programming and pseudo-inverse, are introduced in de-
tail. Based on the current progress of the two CA methods, a novel CA method based on
the pseudo-inverse matrix (PICA) is proposed. The results demonstrate that PICA can
be a potential CA method for the real vehicle controller and show significant advantages
in comparison with the current CA progress. Finally, tire slip ratio can be controlled by
a lower-level controller to track the desired slip ratio, though for limit conditions, errors
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in tyre model inversion seem to favour a simpler type of ‘static’ force-based actuator
control.
In particular, this dissertation introduces a systematic method for moderating driver or
system demands so that an integrated chassis and driveline control system can operate
in a predictable manner within available friction constraints even when driver demand-
s exceed the available friction limits. It is easy to saturate the driver demands, but
not so easy to maintain a predictable dynamic. The methodology is applied to a high-
ly actuated vehicle: individual four-wheel steering and independent driveline/braking
torque, however, based on imposing actuator constraints and uncontrolled axle sets,
the conclusions appear general, provided the over-actuated condition is met. Demands
from a driver interpreter are fed into the new moderator, based on the dynamics of a
friction-limited particle, the result being a moderated particle reference (MPR). MPR
is derived from a previously published Parabolic Particle Reference (PPR), based on
optimal control theory. The moderated particle reference (MPR) model has been val-
idated to ensure predictable and stable operation near the friction limits, maintaining
controllability for curvature and speed tracking. Evaluation of the overall system is ac-
complished by simulation testing with a driver model and driving simulator under vehicle
over-speed cornering conditions. The MPR strategy effectively limits demands on the
vehicle and achieve a similar performance to the fully autonomous control with PPR for
road departure mitigation, while preserving the control interaction of the driver, which
is in contrast to the simple yaw rate based controller, like ESC. The moderator also
ensures that reference demands are feasible and hence tire model inversion and control
allocation can be precisely implemented.
Based on the proposed MPR, taking the rollover prevention control into consideration,
this dissertation introduce a novel technique, R-MPR, for transforming driver commands
into chassis control signals in the context of rollover prevention when a vehicle with a
high mass center is driven at high speed on a curved road. R-MPR is proposed to satisfy
the need to address issues such as un-tripped and tripped rollover, the trade-off between
path following and rollover prevention, and also need for a seamless transition between
keeping the driver in the control loop and allowing an electronic safety system to make
a fully autonomous intervention. The R-MPR concept, which is a natural extension
from MPR but with more stringent limitations on path-lateral acceleration, includes
two separate functions: overriding the driver and deploying fully autonomous braking
based on the vehicle states and the road geometry; and applying a driver interpreter (DI)
and control moderation to avoid excessive lateral acceleration while keeping the driver
fully in the control loop. The aim is to establish best-case methods for autonomous and
driver-adaptive interventions based on different road conditions. It was shown that the
proposed two approaches can be used synergetically and efficiently to solve this problem.
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To ensure the real-time computing requirement of the onboard vehicle controller, this
dissertation proposes a new approach for the constrained CA based on the pseudo-
inverse matrix. Taking the most traditional CA method-CQP as a benchmark, the new
proposed PICA method shows clear advantages:
1) It can achieve all the vehicle CA performance including dealing with tire friction
limits and achieving CA efficiency, with much less computational cost, which makes it
realistic to be implemented into the real-time controller.
2) One of the more serious challenges for pseudo-inverse methods is the inclusion of
hard constraints. In this dissertation, the proposed PICA method can deal with multiple
constraints including mechanical and actuator constraints effectively and satisfy the hard
constraints better with even less usage of tire forces than the benchmark CQP method.
3)With the characteristics of the pseudo-inverse, it can always find a feasible solution
for the actuators to track, in contrast to the CQP which might get stuck in some specific
conditions, which can lead to system failure. Based on these, it is validated that the
proposed PICA method can obtain desired CA performance and perform both inside
and near the limits of friction. Hence it can be widely applied in the real-time vehicle
control applications.
As a summary, this dissertation proposes a systematic method for moderating driver or
system demands so that an integrated chassis and driveline control system can operate
in a predictable manner. The moderated particle reference (MPR) model has been
validated via the simulation with the driver model and in driving simulator tests with
human drivers in the control loop. The results demonstrate that it can ensure predictable
and stable operation near the friction limits, maintaining controllability for curvature
and speed tracking; and R-MPR is validated via the simulation test to well satisfy
the need to address issues such as un-tripped and tripped rollover, the trade-off being
between path following and rollover prevention, and also need for a seamless transition
between keeping the driver in the control loop and allowing an electronic safety system
to make a fully autonomous intervention. To ensure the proposed control method can
be well implemented into the real-time controller, this dissertation also proposes a novel
CA approach based on the pseudo-inverse matrix. This PICA method shows great
advantages and it is proved to obtain desired CA performance and perform both inside
and near the limits of friction. The hardware and driver in the loop driving simulator
test results well confirm the approach.
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7.2 Future Work
7.2.1 MPR/R-MPR improvement based on Driver identification
The work presented in this dissertation is directed towards increasing the functionality of
ADAS systems. The current benchmark for ADAS is ESC, which is designed by setting
up a stable risk standard: when the vehicle running state exceeds a preset standard,
the active controller will be triggered to intervene into driver operation to secure the
vehicle safety. Generally, the ESC system will monitor the vehicle side slip angle and
yaw rate in real-time, and if these values exceed the preset limitation, the controller will
automatically be triggered to decrease the value to a safe range. There are also some
other ADAS which will intervene into driver operation, like Lane Keeping Assistance
System (LKAS) [109][110][111]and Rollover Prevention System (RPS)[93]. However,
whether this kind of indiscriminate interference will be acceptable and necessary to all
kinds of drivers is still unclear. This kind of ADAS is currently playing a positive role
for the aspect of driving safety, but its intervention into driver operation might have a
negative influence on the vehicle’s drivability and maneuverability, especially for some
‘skilled’ drivers who might have the ability to handle some of the ‘emergency’ cases by
themselves.
Based on the development idea of MPR/R-MPR, these provide a new developing con-
cept for the ADAS engineer. The MPR strategy can effectively limit demands on the
vehicle while preserving the control interaction of the driver, which is in contrast to the
simple yaw rate based controller, like ESC. This design concept without indiscriminate
interference into driver operation is potentially more acceptable for drivers. However,
the indiscriminate ‘assistance’ from MPR/R-MPR still seems not sufficiently intelligent
and ‘driver-adaptive’.
Hence the further development of MPR/R-MPR system can include the online driving
behavior identification. That is, the different individual’s driving characteristics includ-
ing driving skill, driving habit and driver state can be considered specifically from the
initial stage of system development. Research on the driving behavior identification
has been mainly focus on the driving characteristics, Zong et al. [33][112] built ideal
characteristics reference model based on identification and classification of the driv-
er characteristics, where different drivers were matched with different vehicle reference
models for the vehicle to achieve an optimal performance. This kind of research is aimed
at the optimal design on dynamic performance of the closed-loop system, which might
reduce the vehicles drivability and driver’s driving experiences. If the MPR and R-MPR
system can be improved based on the online driver identification, then the intervention
sensitivity for MPR/R-MPR triggering time can be separately designed based on the
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results of driver identification. Then it may not only preserve the control interaction
of the drivers, but also adapt the system to individual’s driving characteristics. Hence,
upgrading the current MPR/R-MPR system based on the online driving behavior i-
dentification shows the potential of making the ADAS more intelligent and adaptive to
individuals.
7.2.2 MPR/R-MPR application with adaptive road friction moderator
The proposed systematic approach including MPR/R-MPR and PICA are all based on
the exact estimation of current road friction level. However, errors in estimation of
the friction coefficient will make a great influence on the control effect. In addition,
the nonlinear vehicle system discussed in this dissertation is comprised of longitudinal,
lateral and yaw motion. Longitudinal and lateral motions are taken into consideration
in MPR strategy, which is proposed on the assumption that yaw motion can be ensured
during the dynamic process. But under a very serious situation with a very large steering
amplitude, yaw rate may not be capable of tracking the desired value very well due to the
sharp changing of the front wheel steering angle and which may lead to vehicle sideslip
angle being too large to secure the vehicle safety. Hence, an adaptive µ − moderator
needs to be developed to guarantee the stable vehicle performance under conditions of
unprecise estimation of road friction level and critical condition on the basis of MPR/R-
MPR strategy.
The goal of the adaptive µ-moderator is to decrease the speed of the vehicle to tighten the
radius of curvature and to offer the driver enough safety margins to face unpredictable
situations. It consists in automatically initiating deceleration, as soon as the steering
command exceeds a threshold (circle 1 on figure 7.1). If the steering command exceeds
a second threshold (circle 2 on figure 7.1), yaw rate may be temporarily limited, braking
being optimized to carry out the best compromise between turning and speed decreasing.
The applied deceleration automatically tightens the turn up to the desired value.
In order to ensure the longitudinal, lateral and yaw motion, the adhesion between road
and tire should theoretically include three parts, µ = µax + µay + µr, and three parts
coordinately guarantee the longitudinal, lateral and yaw motion. In the adaptive µ-
moderator, three zones are defined: the dotted zone, the “vertically lined” zone and the
“horizontally lined” zone shown in figure 7.1.
Each part has their own responsibility, µ1 for longitudinal and lateral acceleration (the
dotted zone in figure 7.1), µr = µ2 − µl for yaw motion and sideslip angle, and the
safety margins ∆µ for unpredictable emergency situation. The dotted zone appears
when vehicle resultant acceleration is less than µlmg. That means the magnitude of the
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Figure 7.1: Adaptive µ-moderator
resultant force implemented in MPR strategy is µlmg instead of µmg. Theoretically,
the larger the µr is, the smaller the error between the actual and desired yaw rate would
be and the smaller vehicle sideslip angle would be. But if ∆µ is fixed, the more friction
in the “vertical line” zone, the less will be remain in dotted zone, then longitudinal
and lateral motion will be more restricted. The adaptive µ-moderator is a tradeoff
between vehicle resultant acceleration and yaw stability. The design and evaluation of
the adaptive µ-moderator for the real vehicle application will be of much interest as a
further topic.
7.2.3 Fault-tolerant control with PICA
While the focus of the dissertation has been on advanced ADAS systems, using control to
assist the driver, future development can also apply to autonomous driving. Autonomous
driving cars can realize advanced environment recognition, intelligent decision-making
and coordinated control with its onboard sensors, controllers and actuators. However,
failure of autonomous system would lead to performance reduction and dangerous acci-
dents due to its complex system. A fault-tolerant control (FTC) approach is adopted
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in the integrated chassis controller for autonomous driving vehicle to keep its safety
and stability when the actuators failure occurs. The existing FTC utilizes a control-
ling principle that pre-sets a corresponding allocation control law for different fault
forms[113][114][115][116]. Nevertheless, current research still has many weaknesses, such
as the inability to apply to different types of actuator failures, including driving motor
and steering motor failures. Furthermore, research on the combination of the actuators
failure and tire blow out remains a blank field. Considering that the actuator failure
has many kinds of characteristics, such as susceptibility, the FTC should handle various
types of real-time actuator failure and has high-grade performance in path tracking and
stability maintenance. When an actuator failure occurs, the tire force of the faulty ac-
tuator would be estimated via online state estimator, and then the PICA method can
be employed to decouple the forces and moment according to the current states of the
tires.
Appendix A
Vehicle Parameters for Simulation
A.1 List of Vehicle Parameters for Simulation (Passenger
car)
Table A.1: Vehicle (B-class passenger car) simulation parameters in CarSim
vehicle body mass m 1843 kg
Sprung mass ms 1723 kg
Unsprung mass mu 120 kg
mass center height hs 0.54m
vehicle body roll inertia Ixx 440.6kgm
2
vehicle body pitch inertia Iyy 1343.1kgm
2
vehicle body yaw inertia Izz 4175kgm
2
distance (CoG to front axle) l1 1.232m
distance (CoG to rear axle) l2 1.468m
track width b 1.85m
Gravitational constant g 9.8m/sec2
A.2 List of Vehicle Parameters for Simulation (SUV with
High CoG)
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Table A.2: Vehicle (SUV) simulation parameters in CarSim
vehicle body mass m 3507 kg
vehicle sprung mass ms 3257 kg
Unsprung mass mu 250 kg
vehicle body yaw inertia Izz 3524.9kgm
2
vehicle body roll inertia Ixx 846.6kgm
2
distance (CoG to front axle) l1 1.33m
distance (CoG to rear axle) l2 1.81m
track width b 2.029m
Height of sprung mass hs 0.781m
Effective roll stiffness Kφ Figure 4.4
Gravitational constant g 9.8m/sec2
Appendix B
Theoretical Formulation of PICA
The target is to find a pseudo-inverse based control allocation (PICA) solution that
fully satisfies any hard constraints and meanwhile satisfies the control target (which is
described as Bu = V in chapter 5) as much as possible. Assuming that:
B˜ =
[
B1
B2
]
, V˜ =
[
V1
V2
]
, (B.1)
where the B1u1 = V1 is set to be the control target, and the B2u2 = V2 is set to be the
hard constraint. Even though the hard constraints can be satisfied, the conventional use
of pseudo-inverse does not properly address the problem.
Here, a combined method is proposed to solve this problem.
First apply the the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to B1 and B2:
Bi = UiSiWi
T (B.2)
where Bi ∈ Rqi×n, Ui ∈ Rqi×qi , Si ∈ Rqi×n and Wi ∈ Rn×n, with q = q1 + q2 and q < n.
The Ui and Wi denote orthogonal matrices, i.e. Wi
TWi = I and Ui
TUi = I [117], and
Si can be expressed as:
Si =

S1 0 0 ... 0
0 S2 0 ... 0
0 0 S3 ... 0
... ... ... ... ...
0 0 ... Sqi 0

(B.3)
then we can obtain that:
B]i = WiSi
−TUiT (B.4)
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where Si
−T =

S−11 0 0 ... 0
0 S−12 0 ... 0
0 0 S−13 ... 0
0 0 0 ... S−1qi
0 0 0 0 0

and SiSi
−T = I
Define the projection operator:
P = I−W2W2T (B.5)
where the I is an unit matrix, the W2 is obtained from Equation B.2 and P projects
onto the null space of B2, which means for any n× 1 vector u, the projection V = Pu
will satisfy B2V = 0.
Now we propose a solution:
u˜ = u˜2 + PM (B.6)
where
M = (B1P)
](V1 −B1u˜2) (B.7)
where u˜2 = B
]
2V2. To verify the hard constraint:
B2u˜ = B2u˜2 +B2PM
= B2B
]
2V2 + 0
= U2S2W2
TW2S2
−TU2TV2
= IV2
= V2
(B.8)
Hence, this solution u˜ can absolutely satisfy the hard constraint of B2u˜ = V2, and in the
meantime it take the control target of B1u˜ = V1 into consideration and minimize the
CA error of control target B1u˜− V1 as much as possible.
Taking a random numerical example:
B =

0.1869 0.7094 0.6551 0.9597 0.7513
0.4898 0.7547 0.1626 0.3404 0.2551
0.4456 0.2760 0.1190 0.5853 0.5060
0.1869 0.7094 0.6551 0.9597 0.7513
0.4898 0.7547 0.1626 0.3404 0.2551

and V = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]T .
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Assuming
B =
[
B1
B2
]
, V =
[
V1
V2
]
, (B.9)
where the B1 is the first three rows of B and the B1u1 = V1 is set to be the control
target, the B2 is the last two rows of B and B2u2 = V2 is set to be the hard constraint.
Firstly, we try to emphasize the hard constraint B2u2 = V2 via a weighting coefficient
of 104, then the new matrix is:
B˜ =

0.1869 0.7094 0.6551 0.9597 0.7513
0.4898 0.7547 0.1626 0.3404 0.2551
0.4456 0.2760 0.1190 0.5853 0.5060
1869 7094 6551 9597 7513
4898 7547 1626 3404 2551

and V˜ = [1, 2, 3, 40000, 50000]T .
Then we compare the CA errors e = Bu− V with different methods.
Firstly, we solve this problem directly via the pseudo-inverse operator u = B]V , then
the error of e1 can be obtained as:
e1 = [1.5, 1.5, 0,−1.5,−1.5]T .
Then, we solve this problem via the weighted pseudo-inverse operator u˜ = B˜]V˜ , and
then the error of e2 can be obtained as:
e2 = [3, 3, 0,−0.0003,−0.0003]T .
We employ the same matrix and apply the proposed PICA method, then the result of
error e3 can be obtained as:
e3 = [3, 3, 0, 0, 0]
T .
which completely satisfy the hard constraint B2u2 = V2.
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